Holy Rosary Mission – Red Cloud Indian School Records
Unprocessed Photography and Sound/Video Recordings at Marquette University

1. Series
   a. Era-Decade
      i. Subject—location, i.e. box folder number or binder number—quantity and size of material, (~) means near—exact date (if possible)

Location: R344, range 29, ca. 50 cubic feet

- 37 boxes = 1 cubic foot each
- 10 boxes = 0.25 & 0.5 cubic foot
- 90 large binders = 0.1 cubic foot each

- Boxes numbered sequentially, 1-50; boxes 2,6,8,9,13,15,19,29 & 43-49 do not exist; and boxes 4,24,22,26,30,34,36,37,38 & 39 comprise two boxes each, e.g. 24A, 24B
- Binders numbered sequentially 1-92; binders 72 & 75 do not exist

1. Series 6-1 Black and White Print Photographs
   a. 2000’s
      i. Angela Murdock’s photography class final on her family and specifically her dad Frank Murdock—written report with explanations of photographs included—box 32 folder 6—17 (5x7 in.)—2001
      ii. Tracy Charging Crow’s photography final focused on “city life”—written report with explanation of photographs included—box 32 folder 7—33 (5x7 in.)—2001
      iii. Elementary School Christmas program at Red Cloud—binder 82—24 (4x6 in.) with negatives—2004
   b. 1990’s
      i. Middle school students and young children on a playground—box 10 folder 10—35 (3x5 in.)—October 1995
      ii. High School Students in the classroom on the computer and working at a desk—box 10 folder 10—18 (3x5 in. some copies)—October 1995
      iii. Middle school students on playground—box 10 folder 11—35 (3x5 in.)—1992
iv. Middle School students in classroom—box 10 folder 11—35 (3x5 in.)—1992
v. Re-prints of famous originals (assorted: including Bobby Kennedy) throughout 20th century—box 10 folder 11—28 (3x5 in.)—1992
vi. Red Cloud School: high School Students life, sports, classroom, extracurricular activities—box 10 folder 15—65 (5x7 in.), 14 (8x10 in.), 3 (3x5 in.)—exact dates unknown
vii. Homecoming parade and events all age students, faculty and parents—box 10 folder 16—9 (3x5 in.)—1995
viii. Father Bill McKenney S.J. with Middle school students in classroom—box 10 folder 16—12 (3x5 in.)—1995-1998
ix. Brother Dennis Ryan’s Funeral (Father McKenney in attendance)—box 11 folders 1—7 (5x7 in.), 1 (8x10 in.)—April 1994
x. Class and team pictures—Red Cloud Middle School 1995,1996—box 23 binder 6—4 (8x10 in. 2 are the same picture)
xi. Class pictures (Middle School graduating 8th grade classes and female teachers)—box 24 binder 6 (grey)—5 (8x10 in.)—1992-1993
xii. Drama club, Basketball, classrooms Jesuits and high school students: Br. Dennis Ryan—box 26A folder 7—6 (5x7 in.), 3 (8x10)—1990-1995
xiv. Camera Crew with equipment from Baseline Productions—Box 30A folder 17—8 (8x10 in.)—1993
xv. Volunteers for Red Cloud Indian School, young adults—box 30A folder 22—2 (8x10 in.)—1990-1992
xvi. High School Girls basketball team (no identifications)—box 32 folder 5—8 variously sized photographs—1990’s
xvii. Various subjects: dirt bike, tombstones and grave sites, Indian artwork, high school students (some identified)—box 32 folder 8—~50 photographs of various sizes mostly 8x10in.—1990’s
xviii. Memorial photographs of Rev. Denny Ryan—box 32 folder 9—16 photographs some duplicates—collected May 3, 1994
xx. Holy Rosary Church fire, grade school children visiting the church after the fire—binder 3—15 black and white photographs of various sizes—1996
xxi. High School boys basketball team and classroom scenes, grade school kids in cars—binder 3—9 black and white photographs of various sizes—1994-1995
xxii. Charles Cuny Oglala, Chairperson of board of directors Red Cloud Indian school—binder 3—6 black and white photographs, 10 color photographs, all copies—1996
xxiii. Red cloud high School Sports Basketball, Wrestling, girls volleyball, football, track and field, cross-country—binder 8—~400 variously sized photographs—1990’s exact dates vary

xxiv. Red Cloud High School Boys Basketball, Red Cloud School grade school students with Fr. McKenney and other staff—binder 11—~250 black and white images of various sizes, some with negatives—1988-1998


xxvi. Red Cloud Grade school Christmas nativity and pageant — binder 14—36 various sized photographs—December 1995

xxvii. High School graduate mug shots—binder 15—6 students 12 pictures—exact year unknown

xxviii. Red cloud grade school students in the class room—binder 20—~50 (4x6 in.)—1997

xxix. Red Cloud High School student life, hands on classes, faculty included—binder 24—~120 various sized images—1990’s exact dates vary

xxx. North Central Membership Association (3 unidentified persons)—binder 35—2 (4x6 in.)—1999

xxxi. Red cloud Staff and faculty, unidentified—binder 41—~60 various sized—1999

xxxii. “Red Cloud Staff life”, various pictures of staff—binder 45—~20 (4x6 in.)—1997

xxxiii. “Red Cloud Student Life”, high school classroom pictures—binder 56—105 various sized—1990’s exact dates unknown

xxxiv. Red Cloud Athletic Club Banquet: High School Athletes and faculty in Chicago at a banquet in order to thank sponsors of Red Cloud Athletics—~25 various sized—1990’s

xxxv. Red Cloud High School boy’s Wrestling and basketball, Girls’ basketball, and Homecoming 1995—binder 76—~50 various sized photographs with negatives—1995

xxxvi. Miscellaneous pictures of Middle school students in the snow, with parents, getting off the bus—box 10 folder 16—4 (5x7 in.), 4 (3x5 in.), 1 (2x3 in.)—1980-1995
viii. Red Cloud School Group photos of Upper Middle and High School students (sports teams, and classes)—box 11 folder 2—5 (8x10)—1983-1994

ix. Robert Savage photographs with negatives: Preschool- Middle School students in the classroom and outside (Amelia Catches, and Mary Linnehan- identified faculty)—box 16 folder 1 envelopes 8856-8859—123 pictures total—September 1988

x. Photographs by Russ Engler and Father Strzok—Various subjects: reprint of Chief Red Cloud, Br. Foster, Br. Schwinder, aerial views of Red Cloud School, several Jesuit Sisters in front of Wounded Knee church—box 17 folder 1—12 (8x10 in.), 1 (5x7 in.) some copies not counted—1985

xi. Various subjects around Red Cloud school (titled Open Span pictures—name?): Wounded knee church, Mackert Ground Breaking, classrooms, weight rooms, aerial photographs of Red Cloud high School (guide sheet included)—box 18 folder 1—37 (8x10in.), 4 (5x7 in.), 2 (3x5 in.)—1980-1981

xii. Jesuit Community at Red Cloud, some recognized figures: Rev. Dennis Ryan and Fr. Gill.—box 26B folder 3—10 various sized black and white photographs—1985-1995

xiii. "Red Cloud Country Photographs", Middle School children in classrooms, on the playground, playing basketball—box 26B folders 9&10—166 pictures of various sizes—1980’s

xiv. Miscellaneous black and white photographs: Red Cloud football team picture, Jesuits in church, high School students in classroom, rodeo, wind surfing and unknown harbor (relevance?)—box 26B folder 11: 14 photographs of various sizes—1980-1989

xv. Middle School yearbook pictures, Identified—box 26B folder 13—36 (2x2 in.) plus three in color—November 1983

xvi. Red Cloud High School students and faculty in the classroom, football and cheerleading team photographs—box 26B folder 14—22 variously sized pictures—1980-1989


xviii. OLL ground breaking (some of the photographs are damaged and bound to one another)—box 26B folder 16—7 (8x10 in.)—1986

xix. Demolition of Red Cloud Hall, and construction of physical fitness room, Astronomy building—box 26B folder 24—58 (3x5in.)—1981, 1983

xx. Red Cloud School: multiple subjects, black and white photographs with negatives in separate envelopes, there are a few free negatives that do not go with any of the envelopes— Box 16 container 1—all pictures are black and white and (3x5 in), all negative strips are black and white—1982-1986

1. 08715—Early Middle School—28 pictures—September, 1986
2. 08717—Pre-School—17 pictures—September, 1986
3. 02086—Middle School—12 pictures—October, 1986
4. 02413—Pre-School through Middle School students—65 pictures—September, 1987
5. 46822—Upper-Middle and Pre-School—28 pictures—April, 1985
6. 46823—Pre-School through Middle School outside on the playground—29 pictures—April, 1985
7. 55265—Upper Middle School, High School Science and art department—30 pictures—October, 1984
8. 55267—Miscellaneous: Sand hills scenery, ceramic panel at Red Cloud School—12 pictures—October, 1984
9. 55269—1 work of art, and 2 negatives of Brother Simon S.J.—October, 1984
10. 55273—Leo American horse with Pre-School children, Mrs. Amelia Catches, and Middle School children—35 pictures—October, 1984
11. 55274—Chemistry Lab—Upper Middle School through High School Students—31 pictures—October, 1984
12. 56094—Middle Students and Faculty—28 pictures—May, 1986
13. 56095—Pre-School Cafeteria—30 pictures—May, 1986
14. 56096—Pre-School through Kindergarten—31 pictures—May, 1986
15. 56752—Middle School—31 pictures—Spring 1984
16. 56753—Porcupine School, buildings and Middle students in classrooms—32 pictures—1984
17. 56754—Pre-School—28 pictures—April, 1989
18. 56755—Pre-School through Middle school—24 pictures—spring 1984
19. 56756—Young Middle school children—33 pictures—Spring 1984
20. 56757—(underexposed?) Pre-School and Kindergarten—31 pictures—Spring 1984
21. 56758—Middle School—36 pictures—Spring 1984
22. 76951—Middle School—30 pictures—October, 1985
23. 76952—Bro. Simon in an art museum—Middle school girls in class—30 pictures (Father Edwards S.J. photographer?)—October, 1985
24. 80000—6 Father Edwards S.J. negatives—no date
xxi. Red Cloud high School Athletic teams, cross country, football, girls basketball, track—binder 5—24 various sized images—1985-1990
xxii. Red Cloud High School: Students, Activities, staff, individual and small group photographs—binder 7—206 images of various sizes—1988
xxiii. Various High School Athletic events, Men and women: Basketball, volleyball, wrestling, football—binder 9—~200 photographs of various sizes—1985-1990
xxiv. Red Cloud high School Student Life: Drama, parades, sporting events—binder 49—~60 various sized—1980’s, all 1986?
xxv. Red Cloud high School Students in class, individuals, small groups, large groups at special events—binder 67 – ~100 various sizes—1980’s
d. 1970’s
   i. Yearbook layout pertains to students, staff, athletics, classroom—box 4b—374 black and white photographs and 2 color photographs—1972
   ii. SFM: Individual picture of H.S. Indian Girl addressed to Father Dagelen (in sleeve)—box 10 folder 2—1 (3x5 in.)—1972
   iii. Athletic field house roof cave-in repairs—box 18 folder 1—5 (5x7 in.)—1977 (reprints?)
   iv. Robert Savage photographs of Pre-School through High School, most in classroom and most individuals identified, guide included—box 26B folder 18—80 photographs of various sizes—1965-1984
   v. Middle School Children in Class individual and small group shots (some identified in guide sheet included)—box 26B folder 21—56 black and white photographs of various sizes—1970-1982
   vi. Photographs for Mahpiya Luta Tawakanyeja (Red Cloud Children), a publication—Middle School Students in individual and group shots most of which are identified, in the classroom and on the playground with faculty—box 30A
      1. Folder 8—group photos—53 photographs of various sizes—1975-1976
      2. Folder 9—Individual photos—59 photographs of various sizes—1975-1976
      3. Folder 10—Group Photos—67 photographs of various sizes—1976-1977
      4. Folder 11—individual photos—56 photographs of various sizes—1976-1977
      5. Folder 12—Group photos—90 Photographs of various sizes—1977-1978
      7. Folder 14—Group Photos—74 photographs of various sizes—1978-1979
   viii. Miscellaneous subjects: groups and individual students from middle to high school age at various events, unidentified—possibly from scrapbook or yearbook draft—box 30A folder 21—86 photographs of various sizes—1970-1979
   ix. High School Students, in groups, participating in sports, portrait style pictures—box 39A container 3—19 black and white variously sized photographs—1975-1976
   x. Middle-High School students participating in sports, homecoming parades, class, group pictures—box 39A container 4—~125 variously
sized photographs, some may be proof sheets—1970’s exact dates unknown

xi. Leo American Horse teaching in a grade school classroom—binder 3—5 variously sized photographs—1972

e. 1960’s

i. Biographical: Pauline Clifford 2nd Grade, 1 group: 2nd grade classroom with Pauline Clifford—box 4b—2 (8x10 in.)—exact date unknown


iii. Ellsworth Air force Base, airmen loading and unloading plane with supplies for Red Cloud Mission, donations, clothing, food, blankets—binder 3—5 (8x10 in.)—1966


f. 1950’s

i. SFM: Fr. Bernard Jagan S.J. and Mr. Bone Shirt—box 10 folder 1—1 (8x10 in.)—Jul 27, 1955

ii. SFM: Middle through High School Students with Jesuit nuns and priests as faculty: Fr. Jutz—box 10 folder 1—16 (8x10 in.), 1 (6x8 in.), 1 (6x7 in.), 2 (5x7 in.), 1 (3x5 in.)—1920’s, 1955

iii. SFM: Chapel Interior—box 10 folder 1—1 (3x5 in.)—exact date unknown

iv. SFM: Miscellaneous pictures of Indians: Girls praying to Virgin Mary, Indians in business attire, Indian headdress—box 10 folder 2—2 (5x7 in.), 1 (3x5 in.)—?·-1952

v. SFM: Middle to high School age boys doing various activities mostly outdoors—box 10 folder 3—11 (8x10 in.)—1955

vi. SFM: Boys in Military Parade for inspection, Sisters and women in Kitchen cooking—box 10 folder 4—1 (8x10 in.), 2 (5x7 in. copies)

vii. SFM: “Artencia Guerre and Agnes Swimmer” young girls—box 10 folder 4—1 (10x10 in.)—1950’s


ix. SFM: Middle School Children group and individual photographs various subjects: in the fields picking potatoes with Father Perry S.J., praying to virgin Mary,-- box 10 folder 8—7 (5x7 in.) 2 (3x5 in.)—exact dates unknown

x. SFM: Various large photographs of Indian Middle- High School students participating in various activities often with adults: traditional head wear is a common theme—box 10 folder 8—22 (8x10 in.), 1 (10x10 in.)—1952-1955

xi. SFM: Sifting through hay on farmland near mission—box 10 folder 9—1 (5x7 in.) in envelope with farmland pictures from other decades—1952

xii. SFM: Jesuit group and individual photographs of nuns and priests working with students in classroom in the workshop and in the chapel,
some identified: ex. Bro. Wilson, and Bro. Perry—box 10 folder 9—13 (8x10 in.), 1 (6x8 in.), 11 (5x7 in.)—1952-1957

xiii. Red Cloud high School various subjects: prom, classroom, graduation, sports—Individual and group photographs with students and faculty, some identified—box 30A folders 1-2—63 (8x10 in.)—1955-1960

xiv. Miscellaneous subjects: groups of students and Jesuits, in the classroom and drama a drama presentation, Herman's hermits, requires additional organization—box 30A folder 20—73 photographs of various sizes—most in the 1950's several in the 1960's

xv. Red Cloud Country scenery pictures: Jesuits on pasture land, wheel in the grass, coin? Relevance?—box 30A folder 24—3 pictures of various sizes—1950-1959

xvi. SFM: Middle School boys and girls in various settings, classroom, and chapel—with Jesuit Faculty (most pictures are well marked with identifications and captions)—box 31 folder 13—28 photographs of various sizes—1950-1959

xvii. SFM: Middle- High School girls in groups and individual with well-marked captions and identifications—box 31 folder 14—19 variously sized photographs—1950-1960

xviii. SFM: Pieper photographs (photographer Rev George Pieper S.J.)—Middle school students in classroom and in the countryside, Jesuits in groups (identified), Mission grounds and outdoors, one photograph of Rev. Buechel by Fr. Meehan—box 31 folder 15-18—~200 (mostly 8x10 in.) photographs by Rev. Pieper (or from Rev. Pieper), 1 (5x7 in.) photograph by Fr. Meehan—1950-1961 (most dates identified)

xix. SFM: Children of St. Francis, Middle School age students—box 31 folder 21—5 photographs (10x10 in.) large size required larger envelope—1950-1959

tax. Group, Class, team photographs with many individuals identified, all ages, Jesuits, Indians, Volunteers—box 38A binder 6 (old blue)—45 variously sized photographs—1945-1975 most are in the 1950's

g. 1940's

i. Religious ceremony in and in front of Church (Students k-8, Priests, Deacons?, Parents?)—box 50 container C—6 (4x6 in.)—1941

ii. SFM: Middle school students in various locations—box 10 folder 2—8 (3x5 in.)—1930's- 1943

iii. SFM: Group photographs of nuns—box 10 folder 6—1 (3x5 in.), 4 (2x3 in.)—1947

iv. SFM: Group photographs of Middle school-age boys: In bread line with Mr. henry Hoorman S.J., basketball team, with nativity scene—box 10 folder 6—1 (2x3 in.), 1 (3x5 in. postcard), 1 (5x7 in.)—1945-1952

v. SFM: Father Ravalli's grave and tombstone. In St. Mary's mission Stevensville Montana, died 1881—box 10 folder 9—1 (4x6 in.)—1944

vi. Little Hound Day School and surrounding area Pines Ridge, South Dakota: middle school children, teachers, landscape 9individuals identified)—box 26B folder 31—33 (3x5 in.)—1940-1945

vii. SFM: Buildings and Jesuits (some identified), Middle School students, mostly boys, in groups (individuals identified)—box 31 folder 19—~70
various sized photographs—1930-1949 (dates identified on some other are difficult to determine)

viii. Class, group, team, and individual photographs in a scrapbook most names identified, all ages, Indians, Jesuits, volunteers—box 38A binder 5 (old blue)—65 variously sized photographs—one from 1917, most from the 1940’s, several class pictures from 1967

ix. 1930’s
   h. SFM: Middle school- Adult Sports teams: Basketball, baseball, and football—box 10 folder 7—10 (3x5 in.), 1 (6x8 in.)—1920’s- 1934
   i. Group photographs and individual photographs of Indians usually identified—some Indians are in traditional garb and poses, some Jesuits also make appearances in the photographs, possibly SFM?—box 23 binder 6 (temp.)—43 (4x6 in.), 27 (8x10 in.)—1920-1944
   iii. Miscellaneous subjects: students and faculty in groups and individual photographs (all ages, Indian and Jesuit groups)—no identification requires additional organization, some photographs are heavily damaged—box 30A folder 19—125 photographs of various sizes—several photographs from the 1920’s however the vast majority are from the late 1937-1945
   iv. SFM: Mission interior and exterior featuring middles school children boys and girls in outfits for Mass—box 31 folder 12—9 various sized photographs—1930-1940 possibly reprinted in the 1950’s

i. 1920’s
   i. SFM: Jesuit and Indian groups outside and in pews—box 10 folder 1—3 (3x3 in.), 6 (3x5 in.)—exact date unknown
   ii. SFM: Chapel Interior—box 10 folder 1—2 (8x10 in.), 6 (3x5 in.)—exact date unknown
   iii. SFM: Athletic teams, basketball, and football—box 10 folder 2—4 (3x5 in.), 1 (3x3 in.)—1922-1932
   iv. SFM: groups of identified Indians with correspondence on back—box 10 folder 2—5 (3x5 in.)
   v. SFM: Mission Grounds—box 10 folder 2—1 (1x1 in. cut out), 3 (3x5 in. postcards 2 are the same picture)—exact date unknown
   vi. SFM: Old pictures re-published by Shutterfly, various subjects: individual pictures of young Indian girls, Indian in traditional garb, carpentry shop, baseball team, Nuns working with Indian women—box 10 folder 5—12 (4x6 in.) photographs—1920’s
   vii. SFM: Farmland with sheep—box 10 folder 9—3 (3x5 in.) in envelope with farmland from other decades—exact dates unknown
   viii. SFM: Middle through High school pictures of school children (some identified) with Jesuits, mostly outdoors: band group shots, class group shots—box 10 folder 8—69 (3x5 in.), 1 (3x3 in. torn in protective blue envelope)—1920-1939
   ix. SFM: Various pictures concerning the outside of the mission or the mission grounds (some have large numbers of Indians or Jesuits in them)—box 10 folder 8—22 (3x5 in. some copies), 1 (5x7 in.)—1920-1939
x. SFM: Group Photographs of Adult Indians some identities revealed—box 10 folder 8—21 (3x5 in.), 1 (5x7 in.)—1920-1939

xi. SFM: Group Photographs of young men working in the shop or in the fields—box 10 folder 9—5 (3x5 in. some postcards)—exact date unknown

xii. SFM: Jesuit group photos of priests and nuns—box 10 folder 9—3 (8x10 in.)—1920’s possibly earlier

xiii. Panoramic Pictures
1. St Francis Mission all ages: Priests, Staff, Students—Box 4-- May 4th 1930
2. Oglala Boarding school all ages: staff and students (2 copies)—Box 4--October 1927
3. Oglala Boarding School all ages: staff and students—Box 4-- Unknown Date
4. Holy Rosary Mission and Red Cloud Hall: Nuns and Priests—Box 4-- Summer 1927

xiv. SFM: Postcards with various subjects— groups of pre-school and middle school students both boys and girls in class, in —box 31-- ~375 (4x6 in.) postcards—1920-1936

xv. SFM: Postcards with various subjects—Jesuits: Rev. Zimmerman, Rev. Buechel, Rev. Shoemaker, Indian children in school groups and individually, traditional Indian dress, landscape around mission—box 31 envelopes 1-11 (photographs of identified Jesuits are in envelope 9, photographs of identified locations are in envelope 10)—375 (4x6 in.)—1919-1931

xvi. SFM: Group Horseback riding down slope—box 31—1 (8x10)—1929?

xvii. SFM: Buildings (pre-1916 fire and reconstruction in 1917-1918), Jesuit fathers (some identified), middle School Indian boys sometimes in large groups, photograph of grave yard carries long notation from Rev. Hinderhofer on the back—box 31 folder 20—~40 variously sized photographs—1900-1929 (some date apparent others are difficult to determine)

j. 1880-1910
i. Various Subjects: Indian Chief Yellow Boy, HRM Middle School girls 1892, interior of a chapel—box 30A folder 23—3 photographs of various sizes—1880-1910

ii. Various subjects, Oglala Sioux groups, chief Red Cloud, postcards of class groups—binder 3—17 variously sized copies of black and white photographs or postcards, some photocopies—1891-1916

k. Unknown date
i. Gentleman Lying on bed, horse-drawn wagon pulling wood at an Unknown Location (2 copies each)—box 50 container B-- 4- 8x10 in
ii. Holy Rosary Mission, Pine Ridge, South Dakota: Children outside and with nurse—box 50 container B—2 Photos (8x10 in.)
iii. Red Cloud School: Biographical: Dusty Lebeau—1 (3x3 in.) Photograph
iv. Red Cloud High School Cheerleaders with names of girls attached—box 50 container C-- 1 (3x5 in.) Photograph
v. SFM: Mission Grounds and group photographs of Jesuits and Indians—box 10 folder 2—11 (3x5in.) Ruffled edges—1950’s?
vi. SFM: Nuns Ironing, “camping at St. Francis”—box 10 folder 4—2 (3x5in.)—unknown dates on these two photographs
vii. Oak Creed Church, Rosebud—box 10 folder 4—1 (8x10in.)—1910’s?
viii. St Bridget’s, Rosebud—Box 10 folder 4—1 (5x7 in.)—1910’s?
ix. Rosebud, South Dakota—box ten folder 4—1 (8x10 in.)—1910’s?
x. SFM—Landscape and Mission grounds—box 10 folder 6—2 (3x5 in.)—1940’s?
xii. The Montgomery’s (who are they?)—Box 10 folder 16—4 (3x5)—1990’s?
xiii. High School students, unknown identities—box 11 folders 2—3 (5x7 in.), 1 (3x5 in.)—1990’s?
xiv. One Jesuit, one older gentleman (unknown identities and unknown date)—box 11 folder 2—2 (8x10)—1980’s-1990’s?
xv. 16 miscellaneous photographs—box 4b—(1955-1965)?
   1. 2 (4x5 in.-- biographical: Fr. Edwards)
   2. 2 copies (4x5 in.-- Fr. Edwards “looking for benefactors””
   3. 2 copies (5x7 in.-- Red Cloud Hall)
   4. 3 (5x7 in. -- young children in dorms)
   5. 2 (3x2 in.--Biographical: 1 boy, 1 girl)
   6. 1 (4x5 in.--biographical: Brother Ralph Clifford)
   7. 1 (5x7 in.--Infant)
   8. 1 (5x7 in.— Indian head coin)
   9. 1 (3x2 in. woman/ outdoor pews)
   10. 1 (4x5 in. Big Crow Family)
xvi. SFM: Middles School children in class and in the field with an unidentified Reverend—box 31 folder 16—33 (2x2 in.)—1950’s?
xvii. Faculty Yearbook pictures—box 37B container 3 folder 2—12 (1x1 in.)—1960’s?
xviii. Red Cloud Grounds, aerial photographs, stars?— binder 2—5 (8x10 in.)—1980’s?
xix. Poorly Organized staff pictures—binder 35—~75 variously sized—1980’s?
xxi. Middle School students and faculty participating in various activities (sports, band)—binder 63 Needs organization—~200 various sizes—1980’s?
xxiii. Cheerleading pictures—box 41—21 various sized—1980’s?

I. Subsection: Black and White prints in frames
m. Unknown date
1. 2 Picture frames with pictures inside of them (Good Eagle, and an unknown lady) both probably Sioux—box 50 container D--1890’s?
2. St. Francis mission construction—box 10 folder 9—3 (8x10 in. in frame)—1910’s?

2. Series 6-2 Color Print Photographs
   a. 2000’s
      i. From Peter to Simon: “visit of Hector D’Souza and Gregory Coelho to Red cloud, Oglala, O.L.L, St. Isaac , W.K., Hernandez, Iron Cloud Home, Sacred Heart, Badlands..”—box 32 folders 1-3—~120 photographs total — 2002
      ii. Volunteers at RCIS, young adults (identified)—box 32 folder 4—25 photographs—2000’s
      iii. Chief Oliver Red Cloud and friends — Binder 1—4 (8x10 in.) color pictures—2000’s exact date unknown
      iv. John Red Cloud’s gravesite—Binder 2—13 (4x6 in.) color photograph plus one copy each, negatives are included—2001
      v. The installation of the St. Agneseous statue at Holy Rosary church— binder 3—14 (4x6in.) with copies and negatives—2000
      vi. Buffalo feast gathering of Indians and Jesuits—binder 7—17 (4x6 in.)—2005
      vii. Red Cloud Indian School Student life Elementary- High School, Montessori school Corn harvest, Mackert school, Summer School at Red Cloud, Honor roll at Red cloud—binder 24—180 (4x6 in.)—1999-2001
      viii. Awards Banquets: 5th grade, Middle School, 8th grade, Faculty banquet—binder 33—~425 (4x6 in.) with negatives—1998-2002
      ix. 8th Grade Graduation ceremony from Red Cloud School—binder 42—~200 (4x6 in.), with negatives—1999-2001
      x. Awards Banquets (high School: Athletic banquet, Z.S.R. Academic Banquets —binder 43—~225 (4x6 in.), some with negatives—1999-2001, in spring of each year
      xi. 8th Grade Graduation ceremonies from Our Lady of Lourdes, Baccalaureate mass—binder 44—~420 (4x6 in.), with negatives—1999-2002
      xii. Various: Middle School graduation ceremonies, public relations office, grade school students in class with faculty, dance club, back to school scenes, kindergarten, Fr. McKenney, Fr. Klink—binder 45—~225 (4x6 in. with negatives and copies—1997-2007
      xiv. Our Lady of Lourdes sports teams, boys and girls basketball, girls volleyball, baseball, sports banquet—binder 48—~350 (4x6 in.)—1999-2000
      xvi. Our Lady of Lourdes: kindergarden graduation, 8th grade graduation, athletic banquet, classroom scenes, sports, drama, grade and middle
school, faculty present (no identifications)—binder 51—~170 (4x6 in.), with negatives—1999-2000

xvii. Red Cloud Pilgrimage mass, Thanksgiving mass, 2nd grade class in church, Grade school mass with Bishop Cupich—Binder 52—~250 (4x6 in.) with negatives—2000-2002

xviii. Don Doll S.J. Photographs: Staff mug shots, Holy Rosary chapel, blanket making—binder 54—~270 (4x6 in.)—2000

xix. Jerry Swope Photographs: Grade- High School Students in class and participating in hands-on projects—binder 55—~300 (4x6 in.) with negatives—fall 2001

xx. Various: Our Lady of the Sioux Church Dedication, photographs of the staff with tommy Lasorda, Jane Goodall visit, Cincinnati trip, middle school volleyball, Yo Yo presentation—binder 56—~170 various sized—1997-2006

xxi. Heritage center: Blankets and belt buckles—binder 60—73 various sized , with negatives and copies—2000-20001

xxii. Holy Rosary Church images: Stained glass windows, stations of the cross paintings, orchestra concert, high school mass, hail storm images, painting of the little gym—binder 65—~225 color photographs with negatives—2000’s


xxv. High School Homecoming, football, Girls’ basketball, boys’ basketball—binder 78—~125 (4x6 in.) with negatives—2002

xxvi. Red Cloud Indian School Kindergarten celebration and 8th grade graduation—binder 79—~150 (4x6 in.) with negatives—May 2003

xxvii. Red Cloud High School Graduation and Baccalaureate Mass—binder 80—~275 (4x6 in.) with negatives—May 2003

xxviii. Various: Faculty party for Marcia McGaa, Teca Wacipi Okalakiciye (Indians in traditional dress), Miss South Dakota visit with grade school students, grade school students in class—binder 81—~200 (4x6 in.) with negatives—April-May 2003

xxix. Elementary and grade school students getting on and off the bus for school, school dance club—binder 82—~160 (4x6 in.) with negatives—2004

xxx. Various: Brother Simon honoring dinner, Bus inspection, Elementary school students with families, Christmas, ash Wednesday—binder 83—~200 (4x6 in.)—2004

xxxi. Kindergarten celebration, grade school students in class, high school students playing basketball—binder 84—~300 photographs—2004

xxxii. 8th Grade Graduation and powwow ceremony, Kindergarten graduation and ceremony, Fr. Pau Coehlo with student council members—binder 85—~360 (4x6 in.) with negatives—2004-May 2005

xxxiii. Various: Red Cloud Elementary Veteran’s Day Prayer service, Lakota handgames, High School Graduation, OST Tribal debate, Mackert
Reading Program—binder 86—~530 (4x6 in.) with negatives—2004-May, 2005

xxxiv. Lakota National invitational Girls’ and Boys’ basketball tournament—binder 87—~225 (4x6 in.), with negatives—December, 2004

xxxv. Our Lady Lourdes Elementary (8th grade Graduation, Faculty going – away-party, academic awards (High School), Buffalo kill, Christmas program (elementary), boys’ basketball—Binder 88—~300 (4x6 in.) with some negatives—2004-2005


xxxvii. Red Cloud Middle School (8th Grade Graduation), Jump rope for Heart, Elementary Christmas program—binder 90—~200 (4x6 in.) with negatives and CD Backups—2005-2006

xxxviii. Various: 8th Grade graduation and ceremony, Elementary students: in classroom, at special events with family, Fr. Kurth present, High School students drama, “Dracula and his 7 wives”, bus inspections—binder 91—~300 (4x6 in.) with negatives and CD Backups—2005-2006

xxxix. Father Bill Pauly S.J., life and death—binder 92—18 various sizes—2000’s, pre-2006

xl. Don Doll S.J., Red Cloud Calendar Originals, Elementary through high school student mug shots—box 41—47 various sizes—200-2001

b. 1990’s

i. 13 paintings of the stations of the cross—box 50 container C—13 4x6 photographs – 1999

ii. Middle School children and young kids on a playground—box 10 folder 10—8 (3x5 in. photographs)

iii. High School Athletics: girls’ cross country and boys’ basketball—box 10 folder 12—11 (3x5 in.)—1992

iv. Middle-High School miscellaneous pictures of students and faculty, unidentified—box 10 folder 12—57 (3x5 in.)—1992

v. Graduation weekend at Red Cloud School 1992—High school students with parents and family, traditional Indian garb and dance, Red Cloud’s grave—box 10 folder 16—9 (3x5 in.)—May 1992

vi. Brother Dennis Ryan S.J. Funeral—box 11 folder 1—5 (3x5 in.)—April 1994


viii. One Indian in woodshop with dog house (I.D.?, Date?)—box 11 folder 2—1 (3x5 in.)—1990’s?


x. Assorted photographs: High School sports, Middle school children at church, baptisms, drama, groups of Jesuits (identified)—includes
xi. Assorted photographs: High School sports, bar-b-que with Jesuits (identified), social events—include reference guide titled: Gill photos—box 11 binder 3—192 (3x5 in.) photographs—1990’s

xii. Assorted pictures: Mass, Landscape, church service and luncheon, traditional Indian dance—includes reference guide with names of persons on photographs: Gills photos color—box 11 binder 4—190 (3x5 in.)—1991

xiii. Red Cloud School Upper Middles School athletics (both boys and girls), school dances, parties, and other functions—box 17 Binder 1 (duck binder)—767 (3x5 in.)—1989-1991

xiv. Jesuit gatherings for birthdays or Christmas (names provided on guide sheet)—box 17 binder 4 (Genesee bank)—154 (3x5 in.)—1993-?

xv. Jesuit gatherings: birthdays, Christmas, miscellaneous (names provided on guide sheet)—box 17 binder 5 (black binder)—275 (3x5 in.) color negatives included (Br. Gill photographer?)—exact dates unknown

xvi. Boys and girls (Middle School students) competing in athletics (basketball, wrestling, track and field), individual pictures sometimes identified—box 23 binder 1 (red)—273 (4x6 in.)—1992-1993

xvii. Boys and Girls (Middle School students) participating in athletics (basketball, volleyball), groups of middle school children in classroom, with faculty, or on the playground—box 23 binder 2 (red)—361 (4x6 in.)—1992-1992

xviii. Boys and Girls (Middle School) participating in athletics (Volleyball, track and field, and basketball), individuals and groups of middle school students (some identified)—box 23 binder 3 (red)—276 (4x6 in.)—1993-1994

xix. Miscellaneous pictures of Indians and Jesuits all ages, Indians in traditional garb—Large section featuring Br. Simon—box 23 binder 4—187 (4x6 in.)—1984-2000

xx. Photographs of construction site (of what?)— Box 23 binder 5 —170 (4x6 in.)—2000

xxi. Middle School girls, playing volleyball and holding trophies, identified—box 23 binder 6—10 (4x6 in.)—1991


xxiii. Red Cloud high School boys’ basketball team visit to Washington D.C. for the Gonzaga College tournament, names of boys and coaches identified—box 24B Binder 1 (red)—206 size various color photographs, the binder also includes newspaper clippings and pamphlets—December 1996

xxiv. Upper Middle school students in classroom and participating in athletics (volleyball, basketball), Halloween costumes—box 24B folder 3 (dark red)—317 (4x6 in.)—1993-1994
xxv. Upper Middle School students in classroom and participating in athletics (volleyball, football, and basketball), traditional Indian dance and garb—box 24B binder 4 (dark red)—1992-1993
xxvi. Middle School students participating in athletics, boys and girls (basketball, football)—box 24B binder 5—1995-1996
xxvii. Middle School classroom, playground, traditional Indian dance and athletics—box 24B Binder 6 (grey)—1991-1992
xxviii. Photo album from Sister Mary (last name illegible), complete with list and very descriptive captions, contains mostly pictures of the old HRM church and grounds, traditional Indian dance, Jesuit faculty—box 25—180 various sized color pictures—early 1990’s
xxix. Photographs by Fr. Ed Gill S.J. of Br. Richie S.J., life and funeral as well as scenic shots of wilderness around the mission—box 26A folder 1—74 (4x6 in.)—1996-1997
xxx. Brother Richie S.J. funeral, HRM old Church fire, older photographs of Mission grounds—box 26A binder 1 (blue)—140 various sized color photographs—1983, 1990’s
xxxi. Photo album featuring landscape around HRM Red Cloud School, the Jesuit community, high school parade, unidentified individuals (one is Fr. McKenney)—box 26B folder 1—51 (4x6 in.)—1990’s
xxxii. Jesuit community, Fathers and Brothers and Novices, old Church ruined after fire—box 26B folder 2—15 variously sized pictures—early 1990’s
xxxiv. New Church at Holy Rosary Mission, still under a little bit of construction—box 26B folder 5—31 (4x6 in.)—1998
xxxv. Church fire (St. Francis Mission church, or Holy Rosary Mission church, or possibly both?), Brother Simon present,” Pictures for David by Daniel”—Ground breaking of new church (early Middle School children with construction hats and shovels”—box 26B folder 6—31 (4x6 in.), 2 (5x7 in. in cover)—1990’s
xxxvii. Tekakwetha Conference 1992, young Jesuit minister with large groups of his flock (unidentified)—box 26B folder 27—6 (5x7 in.), 2 (4x6 in.)—1992
xxxviii. HRM Cemetery photographs, various tombstones—box 26B folder 28—14 (5x7 in.)—exact date unknown
xxxix. Large individual photographs of Anita Lynn Big Crow, Christine Red Cloud, Bernard Alfred Red Cloud Jr., Nyla Frazier Red Cloud—photographer: Melinda Rose—box 26B white envelopes—7 (8x10in.)—1990’s? maybe 2000’s
xl. Pre-School class picture composed of individual students and faculty portrait pictures—box 30A folder 22—1 sheet—1992-1993
xli. Groups of Jesuits but mainly focused around Fr. McKenney, and Rev. Joe Sheehan, also present: Brother Simon, and Father Gill—box 34A binder 1—265 photographs a few of them are black and white—1994-1996

xlii. Groups of Jesuits: (some identified) Father Stolz, Brother Simon, Father McKenney, Father Gill, Father Denny Ryan—box 34A binder 2—228 photographs several black and white—1990’s pre-1994

xliii. Paul Manhart S.J. European tour, locations and people unidentified—box 36A binder 2 (blue, with mostly color slides)—8 (4x6 in.)—1990?

xliv. Holy Rosary Church Building, outside and inside, artwork—binder 3—52 (4x6 in.) with negatives—1998

xlv. Holy Rosary Church Building repairs for water damage—binder 3—79 (4x6 in.) with negatives—1997

xlvi. New Holy Rosary church Groundbreaking ceremony, Jesuits and Indians of all ages in attendance, Fr. McKenney recognized—binder 4—251 (4x6 in.), negatives included—April 4, 1997

xlvii. Boys Basketball, vs. Todd county, at Lakota Invitational, at State A tournament, pep rally before state tournament for Girls and Boys basketball teams, Boys basketball trip to D.C. for Gonzaga tournament (Kerry Bobby Kennedy pictured with Fr. McKenney)—binder 4—144 (4x6 in.)—1997-1999

xlviii. Red Cloud Church Fire, smoke, spectators, demolition—binder 6—~150 (4x6 in.) plus copies and negatives—April 5, 1996

xlix. Purple Eagle 3 on 3 basketball tournament, high school and young adult males—binder 9—26 (4x6 in.)—1999

l. Red Cloud School students and staff, Grade-High School—binder 11—~125 (4x6 in.)—1988-1998

li. Homecoming grade school students in chef hats, Public relations office—binder 12—~30 (4x6 in.)—1999-2001

lii. Various: Fr. McKenney and Grade school students, Red Cloud High School students, Montessori Grade school students, Jesuit small groups not identified, Red Cloud High School graduation, Our Lady Lourdes, Red Cloud Volunteers, (many identified)—binder 13—~300 (4x6 in.) several are black and white—1994-1998

liii. Various drama performances and plays: Red Cloud Grade school Christmas play, 1st grade Christmas play, Montessori end of the year play, Elementary dance recital, High School drama, Kindergarten celebration, Macket Christmas program, Nativity scene—binder 14—~450 color photographs—1996-2001


lv. Various Separated topics: Halloween and homecoming (grade school students, 3rd grade, 5th grade, 2nd grade, High School students in class, open house, Montessori students—binder 16—~475 variously sized images—1997-2000

lvi. Various photographs: Grade School students, school bus and driver, homecoming bonfire, board of advisors—binder 20—~80 (4x6 in.)—1997
lvii. Cincinnati trip, various Jesuits including Father McKenney—binder 21—
~225 (4x6 in.)—1997
lviii. Red Cloud Students all ages: College visit of St. Joseph, NASA field trip,
Kindergarten graduation, photography class, P.E. class, T.I.E conference,
High School art class, Author Ken Namasma visit—binder 22—~275 (4x6
in.)—1997-2000
lix. O.L.L students, grade school (some identified), photographed by Don
Doll S.J., volunteer retreat (young adults)—binder 23—~160 (4x6 in.)—
1999-2000
lx. Powwows: Red Cloud Indian schools, Senior High School, Veterans,
Elementary, Dance club, T.W.O. – binder 25—~650 (4x6 in.)
several
black and white—1997-2002
lxii. Holy Rosary Church Reconstruction, assembled Jesuits—binder 26—
~160 (4x6 in.)—April, 1997- April, 1998
lxiii. Father Kurth 50 year Jubilee, assembled Jesuits not identified—binder
26—~40 (4x6 in.) with negatives—1999
lxiv. Various Red Cloud activities: Montessori fire prevention week, lower
Elementary Smokey the Bear visit (Father McKenney), Sr. Kathy with
children practicing for First communion, grade school students, bus
inspections, Veteran’s day, Family fun night (grade School), Operation
Others (high school), Senior Class Trip—binder 27—~300 (4x6 in.)—
1997-1999
lxv. Construction, groundbreaking, and opening of the new Holy Rosary
church (father McKenney present, among others)—binder 28—~275
(4x6 in.), with negatives—1997-1998
lxvi. Funeral procession for the passing of Father William McKenney,
Assembled Jesuits and Indians of all ages, photographed by Don Doll
S.J.—binder 29—~260 (4x6 in.) with negatives, a few black and white—
~240 more pictures in Binder 30—February 3, 1998
lxvii. Red Cloud Calendar Shots: Grade-High School students in traditional
Indian dress, some photographed by Don Doll S.J., at Eben Hall—binder
31—~450 (4x6 in.) with negatives, some possibly for slides? (strange
film)—1998-2000
lxviii. Tommy Lasorda Fund Raising event and Awards Banquet: Tommy
Lasorda, Jesuit faculty, Red Cloud Students of all ages—binder 32—~230
(4x6 in.) with negatives, many copies—April 17, 1998
lxix. Don Doll S.J. Photographs: Elementary, Grade, and Middle School
students, individuals, and small groups, Brother Simon, Father
McKenney—binder 34—~420 various sized—1996-1999
lxx. Miscellaneous: Development efforts (staff in blankets?), Red house
school building and staff, roofing project, campus photographs—binder
35—~90 various sized—1990-1999
lxxi. Destruction, reconstruction, and dedication of Oglala church after
tornado damage, various Jesuits in attendance—binder 36—~250 (4x6
in.)—1999-2000
lxxii. Housing Secretary Andrew Cuomo and wife visiting Pine Ridge, S.D., all
ages in attendance—binder 37—~180 (4x6 in.)—in binder 38 ~240 (4x6
in.), with negatives and a photocopied newspaper article—July 7, 1999
lxxiii. Don Doll S.J. photographer: School Calendar photographs, elementary-Middle School and Staff—binder 40—~250 (4x6 in.)—1999
lxxv. Holy Rosary Mission Church, reconstruction, dedication, and opening day, various Jesuits in attendance—binder 46—~350 various sized—1998
lxxvi. Red cloud Indian School, Elementary through middle school class photographs, pictures in class, faculty, Marine Corps Photographs?—binder 49—~170 (4x6 in.)—1997-1999
lxxvii. Assorted Families, Jesuits, and Students: Development staff, Mary Weasel Bear and daughter, Fr. Tom Merkel, Trivian Bad Wound, Torri Lessert, Ray bucko, Red cloud staff, Fr. Klink, classroom scenes—binder 53—~325 (4x6 in.), with negatives, (a few of the pictures are in black and white) —1990-2001
lxxviii. Fr. Don Doll S.J. photographs: Calendar photos, Grade through high school students, faculty (not identified), interior of church, construction and instillation of crucifix, blanket knitting —binder 57+58—~625 (4x6 in.)—1999-2000
lxxix. Fr. Don Doll S.J. photographs: “Complete set”, grade through middle school students and Jesuit faculty (unidentified)—binder 59—~80 (4x6 in.)—1999-2000
lxxx. Our Lady of the Sioux parish in the aftermath of the Oglala tornado, destruction, reconstruction, dedication, blankets—binder 61—~350 various sized, with negatives —1999-2000
lxxxi. Various: Joseph D. Sheehan Funeral, Red Cloud School homecoming, Grade school students in class with Jesuit faculty, Father McKenney, Red Cloud Mission and O.L.L. campuses—binder 62—~260 various sized, several black and white, many with negatives—1997-2000
lxxxii. Chicago Athletic Club Banquet: Red Cloud High School students and faculty at a banquet in Chicago in order to thank sponsors of sports programs at red cloud—binder 66—~80—1990’s
lxxxiii. Miscellaneous faculty and grade student photographs at Red Cloud School, Bro Simon and Father McKenney present—binder 67—~80 various sized—1997-2000
lxxxv. Miscellaneous photographs of a specific Jesuit Father, unidentified—binder 76—13 photographs various sizes—1990’s
lxxxvi. Grade school students, roof repair on trailer, speaker in auditorium, hides, Miss south Dakota Banquet 2000 and Various Alumni: class of 1949 reunion, Class of 1979 rug drawing, Alumni reunion,—binder 76—~120 various sized some with negatives—1990’s
lxxxvii. Grade-High School students in the classroom and participating in various activities, faculty also present, (unidentified)—binder 77—~375 (4x6 in.) some with negatives—late 1990’s

c. 1980’s

i. Sacred Heart Church, Wounded Knee (Remains of old church burned down in 1973?, and construction of new church)—workers and Middle school age girls in attendance —box 1 folder 66650—10 (3x4 in.), 5 (3x5 in.)— 1981

ii. Red Cloud 5th through 8th Grade athletics—Boys: Football, Basketball, and track—Girls: Volleyball, basketball, and Track—some individual athletes and faculty identified—box 16, red binder—235 (4x6 in.)—1985-1986

iii. Red Cloud Centennial celebration names of attendees both, Jesuit and Indian, identified (among many others: Br. Simon, Fr. Klink, Fr. McKenney, Fr. Kurth)—all ages, location: Gym, outside, in chapel—box 17 binder 3 (grey)—139 (4x6 in.)—August 1988

iv. Red Cloud Upper Middle School athletics (both boys and girls), school dances, classes, events featuring traditional Indian garb—box 17 binder 2 (red binder)—304 (4x6 in.)—1988-1989

v. Red Cloud Middle School Photos: sheets with individual pictures of every student in a particular class on them, kindergarten through eighth grade—box 18 folder 2—2 sheets of faculty, 28 sheets of students—1988-1991

vi. “Centennial Visitors and Flag pole” by Fr. Gill—all ages (guide sheet with names identified included)—box 18 binder 1 (yellow)—91 (4x6 in.)—1988-1993

vii. Red Cloud Middle School: individual students (some identified), athletics, drama, on the playground, in the classroom—box 18 binder 3 (red)—261 (4x6 in.) 1986-1987

viii. Red Cloud Middle School: Individual students (some identified), athletics, drama, Halloween, on the playground, in the classroom—box 18A binder 4 (dark red leather)—447 (4x6 in.)—1987-1988

ix. Jesuit community pictures at Holy Rosary Mission, some of the individuals are identified on a guide sheet (from Fr. Gill)—box 22A binder 1 (blue)—100 photographs (2 in black and white, some with negatives)—1988-1990

x. Jesuit Community pictures at Holy Rosary Mission, Bill Seihr funeral and memorial, guide sheet included with individuals identified (From Fr. Gill)—box 22A binder 2 (blue)—225 (4x6 in.)—1990

xi. Jesuit Community pictures that belonged to Fr. Dennis Ryan, were given to Fr. Gill, and eventually sent to MU Archives in 2004—individuals identified guide sheet included—box 22A binder 3 (green)—132 pictures (several of which are black and white)—1990-1994

xii. Fr. Dennis Ryan life, funeral, and memorial—box 22A binder 4 (black, Dennis Ryan)—187 photographs (a few black and white)—1990-1994

xiii. Jesuit community (from Fr. Gill), all ages in groups and individuals events unidentified, obituary of Steve Wittman—individuals identified
guide sheet included—box 22A binder 6—152 pictures (some black and white)—1990-1995

xiv. First communion for you middle school children—Jesuit community at work and play, miscellaneous pictures of Jesuit workers at Holy Rosary Mission—(from Fr. Gill)—box 22A binder 5—89 (4x6 in.)—1990-1995

xv. Father General visit and Bieber wedding, Jesuit community (from Fr. Gill) individuals identified in guide sheet—box 22A binder 7—107 photographs (a few black and white)—1990-1995

xvi. Middle school children dressing up for Halloween, Baptisms, cleaning up after a storm, Jesuit community (some individuals identified, photographs are from Fr. Ed Gill)—box 24B binder 2 (bright red)—214 (4x6 in.)—1988-1996

xvii. Miscellaneous: Jesuit individuals and HRM old Church (identified), reprints of pictures of Indians in traditional garb, modern Indian family group pictures—box 26A binder 2 (blue)—56 various sized color photographs (several black and white)—1980-1991

xviii. Post cards and pictures sent to Brother Simon from the Holy Land: Jerusalem, Haifa, the River Jordan—box 26B folder 8—39 postcards, 62 (4x6 color pictures)—1989

xix. Miscellaneous color photographs: Father Fencl Golden Jubilee, Brother Simon awarded, traditional Indian dance performed by young women, high school football, bingo, student yearbook pictures, Letha and Erma, tipis—box 26B folder 12—~150 pictures of various sizes—1980-1995


xxi. “Brother Simon’s photographs”: mostly consisting of groups of Jesuits, but also landscape and Red cloud school students of various ages, all with identification on the back, in addition 3 photographs of Indian artifacts from Dr. Götz Corinth in Germany—box 26B folder 22—90 photographs of various sizes one is in black and white—1980-1998

xxii. Powwow groups of Indians playing the drums and dancing in traditional Indian garb, no identifications—box 26B folder 26—18 (4x6 in.)—Mid-1980’s

xxiii. Aerial photograph of Red Cloud high school, destroyed organ from 1939 tornado (2 copies)—box 26B folder 32—3 (8x10 in.)—1980’s exact date unknown

d. 1970’s

i. Crashed Apollo helicopter—box 1 folder 1700—2 (4x5 in.)-- Summer 1975

ii. Red Cloud Chicago banquet, Pictured: Robert Savage, Earl Kurth, Pat Mills—box 1 folder 37001-- (3x5 in.)-- Exact date unknown (1970-75?)

iii. Barn Fire—box 1 folder 4120—5 (3x3 in.)—July 1973

iv. —Boys Basketball (High School)—box 1 folder 4604—3 (3x5 in.), 1 (5x7 in.) -- Exact date unknown

v. Girls Basketball (High school and Upper Middle School)—box 1 folder 4903—1 (7x9 in.), 3 (3x5 in.), 9 (5x7in.)—Exact Date unknown
vi. RCIS and HRM campus and outlying area, 1 aerial photo—box 1 folder 80034—(5x7 in.), 1 (4x5 in.), 6 (3x5 in.), 3 (3x5 in. post cards), 3 (3x4 in.)—1966-1980

vii. Carpenter shop fire—Note from Art Mallon S.J. to unknown Brother included—box 1 folder 8400—July 1974—5 (3x5 in. postcards)

viii. Wounded knee Cemetery/ Middle school girls in prayer at cemetery—box 1 folder 9000—5 (3x5 in.)—Exact date unknown

ix. Jo Ann and Agnus at Gildersleeve grave—box 1 folder 9000—July 1973

x. Ceremony near teepees—box 1 folder 9300—September 18, 1971

xi. Middle and High School girls Cheerleading competition, indoor and outdoor—box 1 folder 9702—2 (8x10 in.), 5 (5x5 in. by Claudia Heath), 1 (3x3 in. by Claudia Heath), 2 (3x5 in.)—Exact date unknown (1970-75?)

xii. Young Girl with Christmas tree—box 1 folder 10503—December 1971

xiii. Middle School students in classroom (photographer: Claudia Heath)—box 1 folder 11504—3 (3x4 in.)—Exact date unknown

xiv. Terri and Jim Swartz—box 1 folder 13003—2 (3x5 in.)—February 1973

xv. High school students performing “The Wizard of Oz”—box 1 folder 15707—25 (3x3 in.)—Exact date unknown

xvi. High school students performing miscellaneous unknown play/ applying costume—box 1 folder 15707—3 (5x7 in.), 1 (3x3 in.)—Exact date unknown

xvii. Informal gathering of young adult staff: Leanne, Carla Merlo, Dan Shutte, Jeanne Bauman, Sally O’Donnell, Terry Murray, Cathy Puccio, Philomena Caratelli—box 1 folder 18200—8 (5x7 in.)—1976-1977

xviii. Assorted pictures of young adult staff (photographer: Claudia Heath): Claudia Heath, Jeanne Bauman, Lora Thorsen, Sister Alice, Shanna Lessert, Sister Pat, Beth Krantz, Ellen Knoedler, Carla Merlo, Sally O’Donnell, Mary Jo Connolly, Philomena Caratelli, Sister Vincent de Paul, Cathy Puerto, Vivian One Feather—box 1 folder 182001971—1 (5x7 in.), 1 (5x5 in.), 4 (3x4 in.), 14 (3x3 in.)—1977

xix. First communion at Holy Rosary Mission, (Photographer possibly Fr. Dagelen), Middle school students and family—box 1 folder 19303—20 (3x5 in.), 1 (5x7 in.)—1972-1977

xx. High School Football players and fans, (photographer for most: Claudia Heath)—box 1 folder 19801—2 (3x5 in.), 1 (5x7 in.), 1 (5x5 in.), 3 (3x3 in.), 1 (3x4 in.), 1 (4x4 in.)—1975-1978

xxi. John Attack Him’s Wake and Funeral: all ages—Box 1 folder 20900—35 (3x5 in.)—1978

xxii. Miscellaneous gatherings of people (all ages)—one at Red Cloud Hall—box 1 folder 22450—1 (2x3 in.), 1 (3x3 in.), 1 (3x5 in.)—Exact date unknown (developed Jan. 1976)

xxiii. High School Graduation (some photographs certainly taken by Claudia heath, perhaps all of them)—box 1 folder 23803—36 (3x5 in.)—Exact date unknown
xxiv. High School Graduation featuring students, faculty, and parents—
Individuals identified: Kiley Stolz, Sister Genevieve, Ed Mathis (sp?), Ken Morgan, Jacobs—box 1—15 (5x7 in.)—1976-1977
xxv. Close-up photos of graduating individuals—a few are identified: Angie Clifford, Big Crow—box 1—(5x7 in.)—1976-1977
xxvi. RCIS Staff and faculty in Halloween costumes—some individuals identified: Claudia Heath, Nancy Smeltzer, John Paul, Jeanne Bauchman, Cathy Puccio, Peter Klink, Lona Thorsen, John Melchor, Jay Furlong, Judy Furlong, Sally O’Donnel—box 1 folder 24950—48 (5x7 in), 1 (3x3 in.)—1976
xxvii. Faculty in comedic (mostly religious) garb—(late 70’s Halloween?)—box 1 folder 24950—17 (5x7 in.)—Exact date unknown
xxviii. Homecoming parade featuring faculty band and floats—photographer for some: Claudia Heath—box 1 folder 26302—4 (3x4 in.), 6 (3x3 in.), 4 (3x5 in.)—Exact date unknown (1975?)
xxix. Jesuit men in Groups at miscellaneous events, some identified: Rev Peter Klink, Rev. Kiley Stolz, Brother Joseph Schlienger, Brother Ed Schaefer, Simon, Father Dave Shields, (others illegible)—box 1 folder 39103—2 (3x3 in.), 2 (3x5 in.), 2 (5x7 in.)—1971-1978
xxx. Father Ed Mathie, Father Klink?, and Students at Our Lady of Lourdes School, (photograph by Claudia Heath)—box 1 folder 57625—1 (3x4 in.)—Exact date unknown
xxxii. Construction of Learning Resource Center—box 1 folder 51350—7 (3x3 in.)—October, 1972
xxxiii. Outdoor Education Middle School/ Sr. High School and Faculty—box 1 folder 58000—46 (3x3 in.)—1977-1978
xxxiv. Indian Children with parents on playground/ at park—box 1 folder 63907—6 (3x3 in.)—October 1971- April 1972
xxxv. Powwow with Middle School Students (by: Claudia Heath)—box 1 folder 60900—1 (3x3 in.)—1970-1975
xxxvi. High School Prom couples and singles pictures—box 1 folder 61303—9 (5x7 in.)—1977
xxxvii. High School Prom Singles/Couples/ Groups/students/ faculty/ parents?—box 1 folder 61303—54 (5x7 in.)—Late 1970’s
xxxviii. Young Adults working at a Ranch (Location?)—Some identified: Bob and George (last names illegible)—box 1 folder 63300—4 (3x4 in.)—1979
xxxix. Pre-School children and faculty in classroom and a class picture—box 1 folder 71707—3 (3x3 in.), 1 (5x7 in.)—December 1971- February 1972
xl. Kindergarten classroom with students and faculty—box 1 folder 71807—16 (3x3 in.)—December 1971- March 1972
xli. Students grades 4 and 5 classroom/park/ class picture (two smaller pictures by Claudia Heath)—box 1 folder 72007—1 (3x3 in.), 1 (3x4 in.), 1 (5x7 in.)—Mid-1970’s
xlii. Middle School photo of entire class in front of school office—box 1 folder 72107—1 (5x7 in.)—Exact date unknown
xliii. Groups of high School students and faculty (some pictures taken by Claudia Heath) Identified: Pat Pumpkin Seed, Carlo Merlo?, Jim Schwartz, Sister Alice Osinski, Sally O’Donnell—4 (3x3 in.), 2 (3x4 in.)—1973?-1975
xliv. Individual Pre-school students (unidentified)—box 1 folder 72507—4 (3x5 in.)—Exact date unknown
xlv. Individual pictures of Kindergarten children (yearbook pictures?), all identified—box 1 folder 72607—13 (1x1 in.), 5 (3x3 in.)—1970-1975
xlvi. 3 Female students grade 1-3 yearbook picture: Mona Lisa Richards, Loracita He Crow, Roberta Star—Box 1 folder 72707—3 (1x1 in.)—October 1975
xlvii. Unidentified Upper Middle School girl—box 1 folder 72907—1 (3x5 in.)—Exact date unknown
xlviii. Individual high School Girls (some by: Claudia Heath) Identified: Colleen Clifford—box 1 folder 73003—1 (3x4 in.), 1 (3x3 in.), 1 (3x5 in.), 1 (3x7 in. Christmas card)—Mid 1970’s
xlix. Teepees—box 1 folder 75300—1 (8x10 in.)—1973
l. Boys high School Track and Field working on hurdles, Identified: Mike Mahn, Marty Kalkowski, Nancy Smetzm, and Shane Morta—box 1 folder 75801—1 (5x7 in.)—1977
li. High School Girls playing Volley Ball from Holy Rosary mission and Red Cloud School—box 1 folder 79605—4 (3x5 in.)—Exact date unknown
lii. Unidentified bride and groom after wedding (Father Dagelen not pictured but presided?)—box 1 folder 82702—1 (4x5in.)—June 6, 1970
liii. Land and buildings after uprising of Wounded Knee in 1973 (photographer inistials:GWK, Gildersleeve?)—box 1 folder 83700--49 (3x4 in. many duplicates), 2 (3x3 in.), 42 (3x5 in.)--1973
liv. Wrestling team photo for Red Cloud High School Students not identified—box 1 folder 84002—1 (8x10 in.)—1978-1979
lv. High School Students and girls playing volleyball for Red Cloud Crusaders (not identified), first communion, middle school girls—box 23 binder 6 (temp.)—18 (4x6 in.), 4 additional black and white pictures—1977
lvi. High School students, playing volleyball, graduation, dances, class pictures—box 39A container 3—65 variously sized pictures—1975-1976
lvii. Chicago Athletic Club Banquet: Red Cloud high School students and faculty at a banquet in Chicago in order to thank sponsors of Red Cloud Athletics—binder 66—80 various sized—1970’s-1980’s
e. 1960’s
i. Nuns in Badlands—box 1 folder 3200—4 (3x5in)—September 1966
ii. Baptism—box 1 folder 4002—1 (3x2 in.)—1961?
iii. Unidentified couple 50-70 years of age—box 1 folder 13003—1 (3x3 in.)—January 1968
iv. Gildersleeve Family—box 1 folder 18802—1 (3x5 in.)—August 1960
v. Opening of Paul “dizzy” Trout Memorial Field House and Gymnasium—box 1 folder 24007—2 (3x5 in.), 1 (3x3in.)—Feb. 21-Nov. 1968
vi. Indian families of all ages picnicking—box 1 folder 59500—6 (3x3 in.)—June 1967
vii. Young Indian girls in traditional garb at ranch (Missouri?) with cows and calves, some of the girls are identified: Stephanie, Sylvia and twin sister (illegible)—box 1 folder 63300—3 (3x5 in.), 1 (3x3 in.)—March 1967
viii. Red Cloud’s Grave Pine Ridge, S.D.—the smaller picture’s date is unknown—box 1 folder 64250—1 (3x3 in.), 1 (2x2 in.)—1968-?
ix. Kindergarten classroom with students—box 1 folder 71807—1 (3x3 in.)—January 1968
x. Primary School girl on fence—box 1 folder 71907—1 (2x3 in.)—May 1962
xi. Doris Good Shot with Calf—box 1 folder 72202—1 (8x10 in.)—Exact date unknown
xii. Three high school girls on bench (unidentified)—box 1 folder 72202—1 (4x4 in.)—Exact date unknown
xiii. Unidentified 13 yr. old girl yearbook picture—box 1 folder 72906—1 (3x5 in.)—1964-1965
xv. Postcards featuring Various Indians in traditional Indian Garb—box 1 folder 76606—6 (3x5 in. Postcards)—Exact date unknown
xvi. Homecoming football games, speeches, individuals, some identified—binder 3—19 (4x6 in.)—November 1963
xvii. Badlands landscape—binder 3—5 (4x6 in.)—1966
xviii. Sundance festival, Indians in traditional dress, church—binder 3—4 variously sized photographs—1964

f. 1950's
i. RCIS Campus (automobiles)—box 1 folder 8002—1 (3x4 in.)—May 1958
ii. High School Students conducting a play in traditional Indian garb—box 1 folder 15705—10 (3x5 in.)—February 1954
iii. Elder Indian woman in traditional garb—box 1 folder 17100—1 (5x7 in.)—December 20, 1954
v. Funeral Service: Casket being carried—box 1 folder 20900—1 (3x5 in.)—August 16, 1954
vi. "Charles and Edgar Red Cloud and Wives As-Sat-Ban, Omaha, NE"—box 1 folder 28705—1 (8x10 in.)—Exact date unknown
vii. Jim Gigrich (sp?) and Henry Guenther—box 1 folder 39102—2 (3x3 in.)—1958
viii. High School boys outside of class building Holy Rosary Mission, some names identified, surnames illegible—box 1 folder 72201—1 (3x5 in.)—Spring 1957
ix. Individual Girl-- Upper Middle School Age (unidentified)—box 1 folder 72805—1 (5x7 in.)—Exact date unknown
x. Groups in Traditional Indian Garb with one Priest (unidentified)—box 1 folder 76505—2 (2x3 in.), 1 (4x5 in.), 1 (3x5 in.), 4 (3x4 in.), 2 (3x3 in.)—Summer 1954, mid 1950's
xi. Unknown wedding party Fr. Steve MacNamara in center—box 1 folder 82702—1 (3x3 in.)—September 17, 1961
g. 1940’s
   i. Three young women (high School?): Olivia Black elk (Pourier)—box 1 folder 72200—1 (3x5 in.)—February 9, 194? (illegible)

h. Unknown
   i. Red Cloud Indian School—Aerial View of School Campus—box 50 container C—2 (3x5 in. postcards)
   ii. “Chief Iron Tail, Indian squaws and papooses at Buffalo Bill's Wild West”—Box 1 Folder 6800—1 (3x5 in.) post card—Pre- 1950?
   iii. Drawing—“Holy Rosary Mission, Pine Ridge S.D.: Girl’s Building”—box 1 folder 8000—1 (3x5 in. postcard)—1880?-1920?
   iv. Large Cross over gravesite of Sister Mary Michaele died 1890—box 1 folder 90501944?-1955?—1 (2x2 in.) with note from Rev. Edwards S.J.—
   v. St. Francis Mission in South Dakota—box 1 folder 11425—1 (4x6 in.)—1960-1970’s?
   vi. Adult couple in traditional Indian dress—box 1 folder 13003—1 (3x5 in. postcards)—1940’s?
   vii. House on the Reservation—(Relevance?)—box 1 folder 26701—1 (3x5 in.)—1960’s?
   viii. Senior High School students and their parents at the senior powwow—box 1 folder 60900—8 (3x5 in.)—1970’s?
   ix. Miscellaneous rodeo pictures locations unknown dates unknown—Claudia Heath was Photographer for the 3x4 in.—box 1—1 (3x4 in.), 1 (3x5 in.), 1 (5x7 in.)—1970’s?
   x. Sisters: dolorosa Reitz and Madelein (St. Francis of Penance, Brother: Joseph Schlienger (at Park)—box 1 folder 39102—1 (3x4in.)—1970’s?
   xi. St. Ignatius Mission, Montana (outside view and inside view)—box 1 folder 70620—2 (3x5 in. postcards)—1970’s?
   xii. Middle School boy with bat in park (unidentified)—box 1 folder 72707—1 (3x3 in.)—1970’s?
   xiii. Photographs of young adults on road trip—box 1 folder 76800—6 (3x3 in.)—1960’s-1970’s?
   xiv. Miscellaneous unidentified individuals (unknown locations)—box 1 folder 77450—2 (3x5 in.), 1 (2x3 in.)—1960’s-1970’s
   xv. Postcards w/ paintings depicting the battle of Wounded Knee 1891 (when were the postcards created?)—box 1 folder 83500 Unknown date—2 (3x5 in. postcards)—1940’s?
   xvi. Miscellaneous subjects: The Wizard of Oz, unidentified students and Jesuits—box 30A folder 25—10 photographs—unknown dates possibly 1970’s
   xvii. “Families from the reservation”, miscellaneous pictures of Indian families, (these seem out of place in the binder)—binder 56—~10 photographs, one black and white—1970’s?

3. Series 6-3 Color Slides
   a. 2000’s
      i. Don Doll S.J. Red cloud calendar: elementary-High School mug shots, traditional Indian dress—box 41—57 color transparencies—2001
ii. Aerial images of the Red Cloud Campus—box 41—50 color slides—September 1, 2004

b. 1990’s
i. Pine Ridge Reservation, South Dakota Boy Scout Trip to South Dakota (Badlands, Black Hills, Pine Ridge)—Middle School children—box 50 container C—63 1x1 inch color slides—1992
ii. High School age students in traditional often in Indian garb participating in different events: graduation, basketball games, church—box 11—100 (2x2 in.) slides in 2 small boxes—1992
iii. Indian artwork on animal canvas—box 30A folder 17—3 color slides—1993
iv. Paul Manhart’s S.J. visit to Europe, identified places and locations, complete with travel log, and newspaper articles—box 36A binder 2 (blue)—167 color slides—1990?, according to obituary on the newspaper article
v. New Church Construction—Box 37A binder 2 (blue)—276 color slides—January 1998?
viii. Grade School students, identities and location unknown—binder 11—29 color slides with negatives—June 1994 (developed)
ix. Senior Powwow and miscellaneous pictures of grade school students on a playground—binder 56 needs organization—44 color slides—1997
x. Fr. Don Doll S.J., Starquilts, the heritage center collection—box 41—~210 color slides—June 6, 1998
c. 1980’s
i. Holy Rosary Mission-Red Cloud School—religious architecture (crucifixes)—box 50 container C—14 1x1 in. color slides —September 1980
ii. Holy Rosary Mission Red Cloud grade School students, camping trips, some Jesuit faculty identified—box 36A binder 3 (red)—~450 color slides—1973-1988
iii. Artwork, red cloud students of all ages, track and field, Indians in traditional dress, classroom scenes—box 39A binder 3 (red)—~1000 color slides—1977-1998
iv. Miscellaneous: Red Cloud Students and staff, all ages, unidentified—binder 17—~850 color slides—1987-1989
v. High School miscellaneous: Drama, sports, rodeo, class, events—binder 70—~940 color slides—1988-1989
vii. Red cloud high School, Student activities, Elementary-High School—box 41—32 color slides—1988
viii. Father Bill Mckenney—box 41—29 slides—1987
d. 1970’s
i. “Dedication prayer walk”, Indians in traditional garb—pertains to Mickey Doron (identity?)—box 10 folder 17—12 (1x1 in.) Kodak slides—Oct.-Nov. 1971

ii. Red Cloud high school staff and students at various school events and activities (most names identified)—box 36A binder 1 (blue)—342 color slides—1974-1977

iii. Red Cloud High School students, athletic events, Canada trip—box 36A binder 4 (green)—340 color slides—1973-1978

iv. HRM Landscape, High School track and cross country meet—box 37A binder 1 (green)—81 color slides—February and March 1978

v. Miscellaneous topics (needs reorganization), high school students, Europe, most names identified—box 37A binder 3 (white)—240 color slides—1950’s-1980’s


vii. Red Cloud High School track meet and landscape—box 37A binder 5 (green)—225 color slides—1972-1977

viii. Student pictures and athletic events, High School, some places and names identified—box 37A binder 6 (blue)—260 color slides—1973-1979

ix. Miscellaneous people and students, all ages, Indians, Jesuits, Volunteers, some identified—box 38A binder 1 (red)—295 color slides—1969-1981

x. Red Cloud High School students and athletic events, some identified—box 38A binder 2 (blue)—429 color slides—1975-1978

xi. Red cloud high School athletics, track, cross country, volleyball—box 38A binder 3 (light blue)—120 color slides—1977-1980

xii. High School students participating in various activities, church scenes, landscape scenes—box 38A binder 4 (blue)—200 color slides—1973-1980

xiii. Red cloud students of all ages, Wounded knee mission, scenery and landscape—box 39B binder 1 (red)—~650 color slides—1966-1974, many unidentified could possibly go into the 1980’s

xiv. Red Cloud Students of all ages, artwork, landscape, ranch with cattle, Easter at HRM—box 39B binder 2 (red)—~675 color slides—1966-1981

xv. 1960’s

i. “Cheyenne sun dance Busby Mont” featuring John Colhoff, part Sioux—Indians in traditional garb—box 10 folder 18—6 (2x2 in.) glass color slides (fragile)—1961

f. Unknown date

i. “Cheyenne—Teeth, stands, ET. al.”—Teepee—box 10 folder 17—3 (2x2 in.) color slides—1960’s? 1970’s?


4. Series 6-4 Negatives and Proof Sheets

a. 2000’s
i. Heritage center, aerial photographs of mission, preschool through high school students, 8th grade graduation—binder 84—~875 black and white and color negatives—2000’s

b. 1990’s

i. Middle school students stepping off of the bus in the snow—box 10 folder 16—48 black and white photographs on proof sheets—exact date unknown


iii. Indians in traditional dress and scenes (adults), and Indian art—box 30A folder 17—35 black and white negatives—1993

iv. Images of Art at an Art Show—box 36B container 3 folder 7—1995 Art Show—138 color negatives—1995

v. School year pictures: High school/Middle School, Sporting events, dances, graduation—Box 37B container 3 folder 5—600 color negatives—1990-1991

vi. Miscellaneous high School and upper middle school pictures: Classroom, athletic events such as volleyball, cheerleading, students and faculty—binder 9—~2850 black and white negatives and proof sheets—1990’s

vii. Miscellaneous student images from red cloud: Grade –High school, faculty included—binder 19—~4250 black and white negatives often with matching proof sheets, also independent proof sheets—1990’s

viii. Interesting: From Father Kurth S.J., concerning Edgar Red Cloud, see Audio cassettes—binder 18—2 rolls plus 20 color and black and white negatives—developed 1997, maybe concerning 1977, or earlier/ difficult to tell

ix. Miscellaneous: Volunteers, Students all ages, faculty, RCIS?—binder 35—~600 black and white negatives with proof sheets—August 1991

x. Various negatives: High School Sports, our lady of Lourdes grade school students and faculty, red cloud buses, bro. Simon, red Cloud School buildings—binder 64—~4100 black and white and color images on proof sheets—1993-1997

c. 1980’s

i. Senior Powwow—box 50 container B-- 28 1x1 in. Color Negatives — 1986


iii. Russ Engerer photographs developed by Robert Savage—Subject: Destruction of large Red Cloud building—box 17 folder 1—24 black and white negatives with proof sheets and duplicates—1985

iv. Red Cloud High School Athletics, dances, and other high school events—Centennial celebration—box 18 binder 2 (black)—3831 black and white photographs on proof sheets—1988-1989

v. Red Cloud Art Show?—Box 26B folder 25—176 Color negatives—1980’s

vi. Negatives include various subjects concerning the school day, cafeteria scenes, classroom scenes, playground scenes, middle school and high
school—several proof sheets of faculty members and the sky—box 33 container 2—~4075 negatives, and 100 black and white pictures on proof sheets—1983-1984, very specifically dated


viii. Faculty Christmas party at the HRM cottage, individuals not identified—box 36B container 3 folder 2—33 color negatives—1985

ix. Jesuit Community group photo re-taken many times, some identified: Father Gill, Brother Simon—box 36B container 3 folder 16—15 color negatives with several color photographs—May 1986

x. School year pictures: Girls’ sports, graduation, dances, middle-high school—Box 37B container 3 folder 4—504 color negatives—1989-1990

xi. Miscellaneous: Payabiya ceremony, individuals and small groups of Indians and Jesuits, all ages—Many seem to be from Fr. Strozk, needs more organization, no clear subject—box 38B container 1 folder 1—~1200 black and white negatives—1977-1984

xii. Landscape, unknown locations—box 38B folder 1—18 black and white negatives—1980’s exact dates unknown

xiii. Miscellaneous: Group pictures, Indians and Jesuits, all ages, many classroom scenes—box 38B folder 2—~75 black and white negatives—1980’s exact dates unknown

xiv. Miscellaneous individual pictures, Jesuits, Indians, all ages, some identified—box 38B folder 3—~175 black and white negatives—1980’s exact dates unknown

d. 1970’s

i. Black and White—Robert Savage (Photographer) --Preschool-Middle School Students in Classroom and Playground —ca. - box 50- container B-- 370 2x2 inch negatives with matching proof sheets—1971

ii. Individual: Eva Black Bear- Middle School—Robert Savage (photographer)? —Box 4b—179 Black and White Negatives with matching Proof Sheets

iii. —Wedding of unknown couple: ceremony and recital— box 4b-- Proof Sheets containing 143 black and white Photographs --June 1970

iv. Children in Preschool through Middle school, 1 Adult Identities unknown —Robert Savage (Photographer)? —box 50 container B-- 36 2x2 in. negatives with matching proof sheets—exact date unknown

v. “Edgar and Charlie Red Cloud in Omaha” —Robert Savage (Photographer)— box 50 container B—9 2x2 Negatives—Exact date unknown


vii. Construction of new High School Building—(Fr. Earl Kurth photographer?)—box 4b—32 pictures in extremely narrow (8mm?) negative strips — Ca. 1978
viii. outdoor education—Upper Middle School?—box 4b-- 81 photos in color negative --1978
ix. outdoor education—Upper Middle school?—box 4b—94 photos in color negative—1977
x. Middle School students in classroom, science lab, and basketball court— Robert Savage (photographer)— box 50 container A—282 photographs in negatives attached to matching proof sheets— Exact date unknown
xi. High School students at extra-curricular activities: basketball/ track and field/drama/ individual photographs unidentified, graduation—box 5 folder 25—1016 black and white photographs on proof sheets—1970
xii. Middle School children in class room and participating in extra-curricular activities, some individual photographs—box 5 folder 16—418 black and white photographs on proof sheets—1970
xiii. Landscape and scenery, battlefields in Wyoming, Yellow Stone—box 5 folder 18—168 black and white photographs on proof sheets—1970
xiv. Church Service possibly first communion for Middle school students—box 5 folder 19— 59 black and white photographs on proof sheets— May 1970
xv. Miscellaneous: meetings, individual shots unidentified, snow, construction—box 5 folder 20—168 black and white photographs on proof sheets—1968-1970
xvi. Middle School children in classroom and on playground with faculty—Bob savage photographer—box 7 folder 2—243 negatives with matching black and white proof sheets—April 1971
xvii. Assorted pictures of High School students at various events/ classroom/ athletics/ dances—came with subject guide for some of the proof sheets—box 7 folder 3—2718 black and white photographs on proof sheets—1973-1974
xviii. Robert Savage photographs of Middle school students and construction of library came with guide sheet—box 7 folder 5—333 negatives with matching proof sheets—exact dates unknown
xix. High School students and Faculty chronologically through the school year: Registration, outdoor events, sporting events, in class room, yearbook pictures, graduation—box 12 Binder 1—4326 black and white photographs on proof sheets (three hole punched)—1974-1975
xx. Some Middle, but mostly High School students with faculty attending: Church and sporting events—box 12 binder 2— 2160 black and white photographs on proof sheets (three hole punched)—1975-1976
xxi. High School girls basketball, graduation, yearbook pictures—box 12 binder 3—473 Color negatives—1977
xxii. Middle School students in classroom, at sporting events, yearbook pictures—originally for use in year book—box 12 binder 3—744 black and white photographs on proof sheets—1978-1979
xxiii. Pictures for 1978-1979 high school yearbook: individual photos, sporting events, construction, other various activities, of students and faculty—box 12 binder 4—2178 black and white photographs on proof sheets (three hole punch)—1978-1979
xxiv. Photographs for the 1979-1980 yearbook from registration to graduation featuring students and faculty: classroom, sports, drama, outdoor activities—some photographs by Fr. Stzok—box 5 binder 5—3362 black and white photographs on proof sheets—1979-1981

xxv. Miscellaneous negatives: High School Graduation, construction of school library, Teepees and traditional Indian garb—box 10 folder 19—42 (1x1 in. Color negatives), 7 (2x2 in. Color Negatives)—exact date unknown

xxvi. Middle school and Pre-School children in classroom and on the playground, guide included, photographs by Robert Savage—box 14 container 1—462 black and white negatives with matching proof sheets—1971


xxviii. Pre-School- Middle school students in classroom and on playground—photographs by Robert Savage, guide included—box 14 container 3—247 black and white negatives with matching proof sheets—1970’s

xxix. Pre-school – Upper Middle School students in classroom—photographs by Robert Savage, guide included—box 14 container 4—943 black and white negatives with proof sheets attached—1970’s

xxx. Upper Middle School- High School students mostly in the classroom but also participating in other activities—box 14 folder 2—1062 black and white photographs on proof sheets, 5 negatives—exact date unknown

xxxi. Upper Middle School-through high school students in the classroom, individual yearbook pictures, at sports events—box 14 binder 1—2039 black and white photographs on proof sheets—exact dates unknown, some from 1976-1977

xxxii. Graduations, basketball (All-Stars of HRM), individual shots, rodeo, funeral, all ages—box 24A binder 2 (black)—~1500 color negatives (only several are black and white)—1976-1981

xxxiii. Miscellaneous: Red Cloud Indian Art Collection, a Naval ship (relevance to HRM/RCIS?), two negatives of women and women on horseback (found in the crawlspace under the steeple at HRM, heavily damaged), Indian woman in traditional garb, group of young girls with dolls, photographs of Jesuits from Fr. Gibbons, livestock—box 24A folder 2—~100 negatives in total, black and white and in color—1950-1976

xxxiv. Upper Middle School and High School Outdoor Education—box 26 B folder 23—240 color negatives—~1976

xxxv. Miscellaneous black and white negatives: Brother Simon, holy Rosary church (old), Middle School students in classroom, landscape—box 26B folder 30—~200 black and white pictures on negative strips and proof sheets, or both—1970-1989

xxxvi. First Communion, Fr. Gary Brophy S.J. and Sister Corraine OSF identified—box 36B container 3 folder 1—~20 color negatives—November or December 1974
xxxvii. Father Fencl photographs—grade school children on playground, landscape at an unidentified location—box 36B container 3 folder 3—16 color negatives—fall 1970, summer 1971
xxxviii. Father Fencl photographs—Glacier Park and new classrooms (possibly Our Lady Lourdes?)—box 36B container 3 folder 4—8 color negatives—1973
xxxix. Middle School to Young Adult musicians and performing drama—box 36B container 3 folder 10—10 color negatives—1970’s
xl. High School boys basketball Christmas tournament, travel and team pictures—box 36B container 3 folder 13—12 black and white negatives—1973
xli. Middle through High School Children participating in a play—box 36B container 3 folder 15—24 color negatives—1970’s
xlii. High School yearbook photographs, in the classroom, athletics, student activities—box 36B container 3 folder 19—~200 black and white negatives—1978-1979 school year
xliii. A Play performed by Middle through high School aged students—box 36B container 3 folder 20—156 black and white negatives in multiple envelopes—December 19th, 1973
xliv. Landscape and longhorn branding, sent to: George A. Broyles—box 37B container 3 folder 3—23 color negatives—May 1979
xlv. Wizard of Oz play, high school—box 37B container 3 folder 7—48 color negatives—12 December, year? 1970’s
xlvii. Possibly the 1973 wounded knee incidents, otherwise comes with no dates and no info—images of soldier, weapons, tanks etc.—box 37B container 3 folder 10—~400 black and white negatives—1973?
xlviii. “Red Cloud Elementary” classroom pictures, grade school students and faculty—box 37B container 3 folder 11—~1600 black and white negatives—1970’s
xlxi. Elementary school students in class, some identified, Montessori school?—binder 3—108 images on negatives with proof sheets—late 1960’s early 1970’s
e. 1960’s
i. Young boys in workshop and fields—box 50 container B-- 2 Black and White Proof Sheets with 11 Photographs — Spring1965 - October 1966
ii. 2 separate weddings unidentified couples—box 4b-- Proof Sheets containing 151 black and white photographs—1966
iii. Assorted Subjects: Homes, Middle School students, Christmas Chorus, Gatherings, Picnics, Dances, Wedding, Nurses—Black and White—box 4b— ca. 320 photographs in Proof Sheets—1962-1969
v. Assorted Subjects: classroom pre-school through High School (Students and Staff)—Black and White—box 4b—Ca. 604 photographs in Proof Sheets—1961-1969


vii. Middle school and high school students in class rooms—black and white—box 4b—587 photographs in proof sheets—1961-1969

viii. high school graduation and Athletics—box 4b—1577 photographs in black and white proof sheets—1959-1970

ix. many subjects: content miscellaneous—box 4b—1134 photographs in black and white proof sheets—1961-69

x. Middle through High school Students in cafeteria and kitchen (photographer: Robert savage?)—box 5 folder 50—110 photographs on black and white proof sheets—Fall 1969

xi. Students (kindergarten- Upper Middle School) in classroom and on playground (photographer: Robert Savage?)—box 5 folder 51—162 black and white photographs on black and white proof sheets—1961-1969

xii. Men and Women of all ages in traditional garb at various events including powwows and graduation (photographer: Robert Savage?)—box 5 folder 1—323 black and white photographs on proof sheets—1960-1966


xiv. Middle school kids horseback riding under adult supervision (Photographer: Robert savage?)—box 5 folder 3—43 black and white photographs on proof sheets—1960-1968

xv. Kindergarten to Upper Middle school children playing on a playground and doing other physical activities: dance, sports (photographer: Robert Savage?)—box 5 folder 4—363 black and white photographs on proof sheets—1962-1969

xvi. High School Students in the Classroom and working in the fields picking potatoes—box 5 folder 5—84 black and white photographs on proof sheets—1966-1968

xvii. Landscape and Scenery on a reservation (some locations may be identified)—box 5 folder 6—357 black and white photographs on proof sheets—1959-1970

xviii. Christmas scenes of Middle school children—box 5 folder 7—154 black and white photographs on proof sheets—1964-1969

xix. Animals/ people with animals/cowboys/rodeo—box 5 folder 8—409 photographs on black and white proof sheets—1966-1970

xx. Art Show—box 5 folder 9—12 black and white photographs on proof sheets—August 1969

xxi. Outdoor events (sundance?) with a large groups of Indians featuring: dancing and tree planting—box 5 folder 10—200 black and white photographs on proof sheets—1961, 1967, 1970
xxii. A traditional sweat lodge—box 5 folder 11—53 black and white photographs on proof sheets—1967-1968
xxiii. Father Kurth with children/ individual pictures of a young woman unidentified—box 5 folder 13—46 black and white photographs on proof sheets—March 1969
xxiv. Middle through high School students with faculty in dorm/classroom/ and on the playground—box 5 folder 14—1414 black and white photographs on proof sheets—1959-1969
xxv. Weddings and Funerals—box 5 folder 17—128 photographs in black and white on proof sheets—1969
xxvi. Middle through high School students in class room and outside with faculty—faculty identified: Leo American Horse, Eileen Gram, Mary Ellen Hodger, Joe Cress, Rosemary Kearny—box 7 folder 1—267 black and white photographs on proof sheets—1968-1970
xxvii. Miscellaneous groups of photographs: graduation, first communion, fire damage, weddings, artifacts—box 7 folder 6—95 black and white photographs on proof sheets—1964-1969
xxviii. High School students and faculty in the classroom and around school participating in various activities: dance, sporting events (description of photos comes on sheet provided)—box 7 container one of two—1935 black and white photographs on proof sheets—1960-1969
xxix. High School students and faculty in the classroom, and at extracurricular activities such as dances and sporting events (description of photos comes on sheet provided)—box 7 container 2 of 2—1921 black and white photographs on proof sheets—1960-1969
xxx. Middle School kids in classroom and on playground—box 10 folder 19—108 black and white (2x2 in.) negatives—exact date unknown
xxxi. Jesuits: Fr. Lambeck, Fr. Bryde—box 10 folder 19—2 (4x5 in.), 12 (1x1 in.) black and white negatives—1963
xxxii. Dance Recital (Middle school age girl)—box 10 folder 19—12 (2x2 in.) black and white negatives—exact date unknown
xxxi. Indians in traditional garb, middle school children in classroom—box 24A folder 1—~450 black and white negatives—1965-1975
xxxiv. Miscellaneous Negatives from 1959-1979 all black and white—box 16 folder 3

1. 10-- People: Red Cloud, Louis Winter, Tom Jacobs, Red Hawks—4 (4x4in.), 10 (2x2 in.)—undated
2. 20—High School boys football and basketball—30 (2x2 in.)—1959-1961
3. 30— Seniors group and graduation pictures—20 (2x2 in.)—1960’s
4. 40—High School buildings: boys dormitories—2 (3x5 in.), 7 (2x2 in.)—1957-7?
5. 50—High School in the 1970’s: Red Cloud Logo, girls on the playground, 1977 graduating class, 1979 new staff—5 (4x4 in.)—1970’s
6. 60—Scenery and landscape (some by Fr. Strzok)—5 (4x4 in.)—1970’s
7. 70—Work of art- untitled—1 (3x5 in.)—unknown date
8. High School Activities: typing class, science class, plays, homecoming—2 (3x5 in.), 18 (2x2 in.)—1959-1960

xxxv. Various subjects: graduations, dances, basketball games, class pictures, yearbook pictures, 1st communion, grade school and high school plays—box 33 container 1—~1900 black and white negatives—1962-1968

xxxvi. Various Subjects: Classroom scenes, weddings, portraits, graduation—individuals in portraits identified on sleeves—box 34B container 1—~3300 black and white images in negative—1962-1970

xxxvii. Camera club photographs, high school subject and photographers?—photographers: Rusty Smit, Marie Ann Hernandez, Colleen Yellow Horse, Robert Whiting—box 34B container 2—~2310 black and white images in negative—1965? Date not certain

xxxviii. Various Subjects: Badlands, portraits (identified persons), 1st communion—box 34B container 3—~2065—1959-1963


x. Jesuit portraits (identified)—box 34B container 5—~2340 black and white images in negative—1961-1969

xi. High School students participating in sports, dances, and group photographs, some names identified—box 35 container 1—~2040 black and white images in negative—1960-1962

xii. High School students participating in sports, dances, and a group trip to Minneapolis, some pictures taken by camera club—some pictures labeled with “cyc”, what is this?—box 35 container 2—~1900 images in black and white negative—1964-1965

xiii. High School: A musical and football games—box 35 container 3 folder 8—~75 black and white negatives—1961-1962

xiv. Wounded Knee S. Dakota (people and landscape), pictures possibly developed by Clive Gildersleeve—box 35 container 4 folder 9—~100 black and white negatives—exact dates unknown

xv. High School students participating in sports, dances, traditional Indian events, graduation, kindergarten graduation—Labeled “CYC”—box 36B container 1—96 envelopes ~2000 negatives total—1964-1966

xvi. Father Fencel photographs—Landscape, “to Ogden” (Utah?)—box 36B container 3 folder 5—9 color/ 5 black and white, negatives—summer 1969

xvii. Miscellaneous art, architecture, and buildings (tipi church proposal images)—box 37B container 1 folder 3—62 black and white negatives—1965-1975, proposal images from 1968

xviii. Unidentified Jesuits portrait style images—box 37B container 1 folder 6—26 black and white negatives—1960-1969

xix. This following collection of black and white negatives came in various envelopes originally organized as some sort of group although the original reason for their grouping is not readily apparent—box 37B container 2 folder 2—unless otherwise stated that the black and white negatives in each envelope come from between 1955-1965

1. 2-1—Brother Gross—qt. 7
2. 2-2—individuals at a constructions site—qt. 22
3. 2-3—Mary Full, Karen Mack, Marshall Minn, at Mt. Rushmore—qt. 14
4. 2-4—Beach scene with Terry Andre relevance to collection?—qt. 12—1963
5. 2-5—Group of men, “Commissioners etc.”—qt. 1
6. 2-6—Sundance, Indians in traditional garments—qt. 2
7. 2-7—3 boys playing a chess game—qt. 1
8. 2-8—Thelma Clifford in store—qt. 1
9. 2-9—“bob white, picnic”—qt. 1
10. 2-10—Red Cloud Grave—qt. 2
11. 2-11—“Copies of Chief D.C. and Jim Red Cloud”—qt. 4
12. 2-12—“Bryde and Selvals, May 1959”, 5 Jesuits—qt. 1
13. 2-13—Log Cabin—qt. 1
14. 2-14—Father Edwards S.J., other group and individual Jesuits—qt. ~30
15. 2-15—associated with Floyd Hernandez, individual portraits of several people, all ages—qt. ~40
16. 2-16—Buffalo Gap, Students, outdoors—qt. ~25
17. 2-17—Fr. Price and Schlienger—qt. 1
18. 2-18—“Lovely Little Girl”—qt. 1
19. 2-19—Driveway to HRM—qt. 1
20. 2-20—Prairie landscape—qt. 1
21. 2-21—Fr. Edwards and two kids—qt. 2
22. 2-22—Red Cloud Hall—qt. 2
23. 2-23—young adult male, identification illegible—qt. 5
24. 2-24—Grade school kids near a tree—qt. 3
25. 2-25—Red Cloud, Summer swimmers, altars, Dennis Sully—qt. 9
26. 2-26—Jesuit Father, McMahon? (illegible)—qt. 6
27. 2-27—wounded Knee Landscape—qt. ~25
28. 2-28—illegible title, landscape images—qt. 4
29. 2-29—Portrait style images of high school students—qt. 7
30. 2-30—a dog—qt. 4
31. 2-31—Sent to: Ed Shaef S.J. (postage 1985), unknown lady—qt. 1
32. 2-32—Group photographs and mountainous scenery—qt. 10
33. 2-33—individual woman (unknown)—qt. 1
34. 2-34—2 Adult men, unidentified—qt. 4
35. 2-35—Various unidentified individuals, all ages—qt. 110

1. The Following black and white negatives were found collected in a group of envelopes, they have been divided by topic but all are from the 1960’s time frame—box 37B container 2 folder 4—1960-1969
   1. 4-1—SFM Identified persons (illegible)—qt. 1
   2. 4-2—Various subjects with students: First communion, Dances, Football, birthdays, Weddings, Graduation
   3. 4-3—Miscellaneous buildings and people (unidentified)—qt. ~30
   4. 4-4—Jesuits (some identified others not)—qt. ~30—1949-1969
5. 4-5—Indians (some identified others not)—qt. ~50
6. 4-6—Landscape, 1949-1969—qt. ~50

li. High School students and a function, associated with Floyd Hernandez, 1960’s—Box 37B container 3 folder 1—11 color negatives—1960’s

lii. The following black and white negatives were found grouped together for a reason that is not yet clear. They have been organized by topic into envelopes within this folder—box 37B container 3 folder 8—13 envelopes—1960-1969 unless otherwise stated

1. 8-1—Individuals (all ages, Jesuit and Indian)—qt. 5
2. 8-2—Nelson wedding—qt. ~50
3. 8-3—Middle/ High School class photographs—qt. 36
4. 8-4—2 families with babies, Marie Essie, Carrol Ella (spelling?)—qt. ~40
5. 8-5—Irene Nelson—qt. 2
6. 8-6—Boys high school basketball—qt. 55
7. 8-7—Girls Basketball—qt. 30
8. 8-8—Boys BasketBall, High School—qt. 28
9. 8-9—Ballet negatives Joanne Di Giovanni, Sam Sutter, Relevant?—qt. ~25
10. 8-10—Prom and Graduation 1960—qt.~40
11. 8-11—Jesuits (identified but illegible) St. Patrick’s day celebration—qt. 16
12. 8-12—“Bernie house”?, Dances, sports, prom—qt. 99
13. 8-13—Classroom scenes, Grade-High School—qt. 76

liii. Robert Savage photographs pre-school and grade school students—box 38B container 3—~400 black and white negatives with proof sheets—1965-1975

liv. Red Cloud High school, Senior portrait and class pictures, homecoming, prom, graduation—box 38B container 2—~300 black and white negatives—1964-1970

lv. Miscellaneous individual Indians, all ages, and paintings of Chief Red Cloud—box 38B folder 4—~200 black and white negatives—1960’s

lvi. Cheyenne: landscape pictures in Montana, Relevance?—box 38B folder 5—33 black and white negatives—1960’s exact dates unknown

lvii. Robert Kennedy visit—photographer: Fr. Steinmetz—box 38B folder 6—~160 black and white negatives—1968

lviii. Yearbook pictures, high school—box 38B folder 7—~400 black and white negatives—1963-1965 school years

lix. Jesuits at Church events, and portrait style photographs—box 38B folder 8—~175 black and white negatives—1960’s, 1963

lx. Miscellaneous: Subjects of each envelope described in included guide sheet—box 39A container 1—81 envelopes of black and white negatives—1962-1963

lx. “Red cloud Country”, and Wounded Knee, grade school students individual and small group images, middle and high school athletics—box 39A container 5—15 envelopes of black and white negatives, also 106 proof sheets included with a guide sheet for identification—1959-1965
1950’s

i. Wounded Knee Cemetery and battlefield Charlie Blindman present—box 5 folder 12—24 black and white photographs on proof sheets—March 17th, 1959

ii. Basketball, tekakwetha conference, Indians in traditional garb, men in military uniforms—box 24A binder 1 (black)—~640 black and white negatives with several severely damaged proof sheets—1943-1959

iii. Groups of grade school children and Jesuits (rev. Edwards identified in one picture of a ceremony)—box 35 container 4 folder 4—~50 black and white negatives—exact dates unknown, approximately 1944-1963

iv. High School and middle school students at Red Cloud, Red Cloud Hall identified—box 35 container 4 folder 12—24 color negatives shot on Kodak Verichrome Pan Film—exact dates unknown, approximately 1956-1980?

v. Focus of these several images is upon an infant child, also includes some adults (unidentified)—box 35 container 4 folder 13—7 black and white negatives shot on Kodak Verichrome Pan Film—exact dates unknown, 1956-?

vi. Grade School students in the classroom, some labeled HRM and others SFM—box 35 container 4 folder 16—4 tube containers with rolled negatives—1952

vii. Various Subjects—box 36B container 2—20 folders containing 50-150 black and white negatives each—1948-1961

1. Folder 1—Funeral photographs (possibly military?), developed by Rev. Zimmerman—July 4, 1948
2. Folder 2—Grade School students, Jesuits and Indians in traditional dress meeting with one another—date unknown possibly 1948
3. Folder 3—Grade School - Middle School students in class, many names identified—1960
4. Folder 4—High School students (some names identified), homecoming—1955-1960
5. Folder 5—Pre-School- Grade School children (some identified), track meet—1958-1960
6. Folder 6—Grade School Students through High School students in the classroom and at various activities (some identified), Brother Gross—1958
7. Folder 7—Entire School pictures, all boys and all girls—date?
8. Folder 8—Father Edwards, baseball, pictures of Red Cloud Hall, unidentified individuals—date?
10. Folder 11—Pictures associated with Father Bryde, either taken by, developed by, or featuring—pictures also include grade school children—1958
11. Folder 12—Grade-High School boys, participating in various sports some individuals identified—1957-1960
12. Folder 13—High School students, some identified, at various activities including Prom—1956 prom, other dates unknown
13. Folder 14—Wanda and Loretta Young, Zimmerman may be the photographer—date?
14. Folder 15—Group and portrait shots of Young adults, many identified—date?
15. Folder 16—Red Cloud Painting, Victoria Apple—2 Black and white negatives only in this folder—date?
16. Folder 17—Father Fallen, Identified young adults, most Indian names—date?
17. Folder 18—Red Cloud funeral (which Red Cloud?), other identified adults—1959-1961
18. Folder 19—Class room scenes with various Jesuit Sisters and Fathers, not identified—1958
20. Folder 21—Clifford Family, A Wedding, Other Families (identified), all ages—1957-1958


ix. Miscellaneous Jesuits and High school boys (unidentified)—box 37B container 1 folder 2—15 black and white negatives—1945-1955

1940’s

i. Graduation: “Agnes Fire Thunder, Bad Wound” – box 4b—4x6 in. Black and White Negative—1943

ii. (proof sheets reprinted in 1986 by Jim Strzok) Varied subjects: Servicemen in uniform, Indians in traditional garb, basketball, high school class pictures—box 14 folder 1—1408 black and white photographs on proof sheets (the vast majority of these are duplicates and the copies are not included in this count), 6 black and white negatives, 105 photocopied photographs on proof sheets (black and white) —1940’s, 1980’s

iii. Individuals, small groups, large groups (some people identified)—posed sports teams (both boys and girls), classes, individuals in playgrounds or other outside areas, all ages, Jesuits and Indians—box 21—317 black and white negatives, in numerically signified envelopes—1943-1950

iv. Various subjects: individuals and small groups of all ages, men and women—various settings: dances, plays, outdoors, classrooms—box 33 container 1 folder 1—~60 black and white negatives—1940-1950

v. Various Subjects: HRM and SFM, Frank Hack (who is this?), Jesuit groups, Indian groups in traditional clothing—box 35 container 3 folder 1—~75 black and white negatives—1940?-1951

vi. High School Sports teams and class groups with students and faculty—box 35 container 3 folder 2—27 black and white negatives—1940-1953

vii. High School Graduation 1948 class pictures, Indians in traditional garb—box 35 container 3 folder 12—~25 black and white negatives—1948

viii. Men in military uniform (unidentified)—box 35 container 4 folder 3—4 black and white negatives (2 with black and white prints)—1946
ix. Men in military uniform with women (unidentified)—box 35 container 4 folder 5—4 black and white negatives—exact dates unknown
x. Young men in uniform with young women (possibly couples), grade school children in groups and individuals—box 35 container 4 folder 6—~25 black and white negatives—exact dates unknown
xi. Portraits and groups of unidentified individuals, Jesuits and Indians (unidentified), Red Cloud Hall visible in some pictures—box 35 container 4 folder 10—~100 black and white negatives—exact dates unknown
xii. Groups of high school students and faculty at Red Cloud high School, Pansy Cuny Identified—box 35 container 4 folder 11—60 black and white negatives—1948
xiii. Various Subjects: Group photos of grade school students, group photos of grade school girls holding dolls, Indians in traditional dress, Sisters—box 36B container 3 folder 18—30 envelopes of black and white negatives—1937-1947
xiv. Miscellaneous group photographs, grade school class pictures, groups of Nuns and Fathers, Indian families—box 36B container 3 folder 11—15 black and white negatives—1938-1948
xv. Class photographs Middle-High School, in class photographs with various sisters—box 36B container 3 folder 12—19 black and white negatives—1940’s
xvi. The Following collection of black and white negatives from the 1940’s was found grouped together the collection was separated and organized based on several reoccurring topics, topics concerning people include all ages and Indians, faculty, and Jesuits—box 37B container 2 folder 3—1940’s
   1. 3-1—1st communion wounded knee public school—qt.~50
   2. 3-2—Large groups—qt. 53
   3. 3-3—Basketball and Cheerleading—qt. 46
   4. 3-4—Landscape and livestock—qt.6
   5. 3-5—Christmas in the classroom (grade school students)—qt.~40
   6. 3-6—Various topics: Red Cloud Hall, James Red Cloud, sports—qt. 14 many of which are copies
   7. 3-7—Chapel – Cuny Table?—qt.2, plus one proof sheet image
   8. 3-8—Christmas and other celebrations—qt. 8
   9. 3-9—Individuals and small groups—qt. 150
h. 1920’s
   i. Glass plate negatives: Saint Francis mission photographed by Rev. Zimmerman, baseball team, class pictures, pictures of unidentified Jesuits men and women, Indians in traditional dress—Box 28—12 (4x6 in.) black and white—1921
   ii. Baseball team photographs, groups of Jesuit Sisters (unidentified)—box 35 container 4 folder 8—10 black and white negatives—1928-1929
i. Unknown
   i. Animals/Indians in traditional dress with bovine—box 7 folder 4—53 black and white photographs on proof sheets—1960’s?-1970’s?
ii. Indian Woman in traditional garb—box 5 folder 19—1 (3x5 in.) black and white—1960’s

iii. 12 photos in black and white proof sheet—Subjects: Middle school students/ Jesuit- Indian meeting—box 4b

iv. The Edwards Collection from Father Edwards-- Original photographs from 1910-1930—Reprinted in 1986? Or just collected in 1986?— Individual and small group shots of Indian and Jesuit leaders, most identified—box 16 folder 2—86 (4x4 in. black and white negatives)

v. Indians in traditional dress in group shots with an unidentified priest (Jesuit?)—box 35 container 3 folder 3—10 color transparencies—1960’s?

vi. HRM and surrounding area: Miscellaneous negatives consisting of landscape scenes as well as group photos of Indians in traditional dress, class photographs, and graduation photographs—came in a box addressed from Commissariat of the Holy Land, Brookland Station Washington D.C.—box 35 container 3 folders 4-7—~500 black and white negatives—the stamps on the package are dated between 1920-1930, other than that date is unknown

vii. Heavily damaged color negatives—Keep?—box 35 container 3 folder 9

viii. Graduation group pictures, Indians in traditional dress and garb—box 35 container 3 folder 10—3 black and white negatives—1940’s?

ix. A Group photograph of Indians in traditional garb with one Catholic sister—box 35 container 3 folder 11—1 black and white negative—1940’s?

x. Grade School Students in class, choir—box 35 container 4 folder 1—27 black and white negatives—1950’s- 1960’s?

xi. Large groups of people, in open fields and in church—box 35 container 4 folder 7—34 black and white negatives—1920’s-1940’s?

xii. Jesuit group and individual shots (unidentified), “scenic shot near milliou”—box 35 container 4 folder 2—5 black and white negatives—1950’s?

xiii. High School students, individuals and groups, (unidentified)—box 35 container 4 folder 14—13 black and white negatives—1950’s?

xiv. Miscellaneous negative strips with little recognizable organization, many of the negatives have to with sports and classroom shots— possibly Robert Savage?—box 35 container 4 folder 15—~350 black and white negatives—1965-1975?

xv. Basketball, court, players, fans—box 36B container 3 folder 6—25 color negatives—unknown date (1990’s?)

xvi. Homecoming parade: cars, cheerleaders, bands—box 36B container 3 folder 8—30 color negatives—unknown date

xvii. Construction and instillation of a large pipe into the ground—box 36B container 3 folder 9—22 color negatives—date unknown

xviii. High School Graduation photographs—box 36b container 3 folder 14—16 color negatives—unknown date

xix. Father Fencl photographs—Colorado: Mt. Evans road and scenery—box 36B container 3 folder 17—20 color negatives—unknown date
xx. Middle School students and faculty—box 37B container 1 folder 1—39 color negatives—unknown date
xxi. Adult Male portrait style image, many copies—box 37B container 1 folder 4—13 black and white negative—1960-1979?
xxii. Miscellaneous school children (middle-High School) in class and doing other various activities—box 37B container 1 folder 5—~60 black and white negatives—1960-1979?
xxiii. Various scenes: Grade School classroom scenes, Unidentified Jesuits, Church, outdoor scenes and farmland—box 37B container 2 folder 1—141 black and white negatives—1940-1959?
xxiv. Miscellaneous: Grade-High School, classroom scenes, sports teams, girls in dresses—Box 37B container 3 folder 6—11 total, 3 black and white, 8 color negatives—unknown dates
xxv. Miscellaneous (needs organizing), staff students, landscape—binder 35—~50 black and white negatives—1990’s?
xxvi. Miscellaneous students, faculty, and families (unidentified)—binder 56 needs organization—~475 images on black and white proof sheets—1980’s-1990’s?
xxvii. Wake Quilts, Cemetery, burial (whose?), gathering—box 41—~250 images on color negatives—1990’s- 1980’s?

5. 6-5 Photographs on DVD or CD- Check color photos in the 2000’s for CD Backups
   a. 2000’s
      i. “Back to school”—binder 45—fall 2007
      ii. Various: Jane Goodall, Yo Yo presentation, middle school volleyball—binder 56—5 CD’s—2006
      iii. Lakota Nation Invitational, Basketball—binder 87—4 CD’s—December 2004

6. Series 6-? Black and White Slides
   a. 1980’s
      i. Copied from pictures of famous individuals, no identifications—binder 3—31 black and white slides—created into slides 1987

7. Series 6-1b Subsection in Black and White prints for frames
   a. Unknown
      i. 2 Picture frames with pictures inside of them (Good Eagle, and an unknown lady) both probably Sioux-- box 50 container D-- 1890’s?

8. Series 10 Motion Picture and Video Recordings
   a. 2000’s
      i. DVD: “Dakota Life”, Episode 1—box 42—1 DVD—September 2007
   b. 1990’s
      i. VHS Tapes: Red Cloud School, Graduation tapes, Tommy Lasorda Visit, series of 28 tapes with guide sheet for the various topics—box 42—40 tapes—1996
   c. 1950’s
      i. 16mm Film
         1. November 1953—“Basketball”—box 3
2. November 1953—“Basketball #2”, “Baseball” —box 3
3. Oct 1950—“Ogalla (misspell-oglala?) Dam”—box 3

d. 1940’s
i. 16mm Film
1. May 1947—“May Crowning and Graduation” (Negative)—box 3
2. May 1947—“Long (unreadable) Wedding” (Negative)—box 3

e. Dates unknown
i. 8mm Film
1. Unidentified—Early 1950’s—Super 8 Kodak Film—box 3
2. “The Young Lightning Singers and Mr. Moose”—box 39A
   container 2 A+B—one reel in each box—date?

ii. 16mm Film
1. The Black Robe (2 Copies)—box 3
2. “Red Cloud Mission/ Football Game/ Basketball Court”—box 3
3. Unidentified 16mm—Steel case—box 3
4. Unidentified 16mm—Yellow “Goldberg Reflex” box—box 3
5. Unidentified 16mm—Grey spool—box 3
6. “Dancing Ranch etc.”—box 3
7. Unidentified 100’ 16mm film—black spool—box 27—maybe 1990’s

9. Sound recordings Vinyl records 9-1-4
1. “By the Waters of Minnetonka” Performed by Lionel Marcoux—box 3
2. “We are for you” Performed by Lionel Marcoux—box 3

10. Sound recordings series 9-2-2 Jesuit Cassettes
   a. 1990’s
      i. Cassette tape- Brother Simon interviewed by the Institute of American
         Indian Studies transcript included (for the Smithsonian legacies
         project)—box 27—1999
      ii. From Father Kurth, dealing with Edgar Red Cloud?—binder 18—2
         tapes—1997, concerning 1977

11. Unknown Series- poster board?, possibly just in photographs
   a. 1990’s
      i. Elementary school students in classroom, high school students
         participating in sports—box 40—28 Large poster board pictures, some
         black and white most color—1990’s

12. Temporary Series-Photocopies
   a. 1980’s
      i. Meeting, Mass, and dinner, at small church (possibly not HRM RCS.?)—
         all ages—Temporary box—65 Photographs on 8.5x11 in. paper—1980
   b. 1970’s
      i. “Outdoor Ed.” Badlands—77 photographs on 8.5x11 in. paper—High
         School—Temporary box—Photocopy of a scrapbook—1977-1978
      ii. “Outdoor Education” — High school—Temporary box — 147
         photographs on large sheets of paper—Exact date unknown
      iii. Second grade to high school—“The Wizard of Oz”—Temporary box—
         217 photographs plus 1 clipart on 8.5x11 in. paper—1970-1975
iv. “Photocopies of photo layout for Mahpiya Luta Tawakanyeja”—individual and group shots of middle school students most identified—box 30A folders 3-6—~200 layout pages—1974-1979

c. 1960’s
d. 1950’s
e. 1940’s
f. 1930’s
ii. Mike’s Family (Margaret Anne and Michael son and daughter) at Holy Rosary mission and Red Cloud Hall—Temporary Box—16 photographs on 8.5x11 in. paper—1949-1950

g. Unidentified Date
i. John Attack Him’s Wake and Funeral —Temporary box—80 Photographs on 8.5x11 in. paper—1980’s?
ii. Miscellaneous subjects: Nuns and Families—Temporary box—101 photographs on large sheets of paper
iii. Catholic congress, groups of Jesuit Priests—Box 30A folder 16—5 sheets—1940?-1970?

13. Special Notes
a. Box 26A—Bill McKenney funeral documents
b. Photographs of a Jesuit community, priests, sisters, and families, some photos from Wyoming others are unknown. Perhaps not HRM?—box 26A binder 3—232 various sized pictures—1980-1991
c. Box 30B Miscellaneous odds and ends: 4 Slides, 2 rolls of damaged black and white film, proof sheets with unidentified individual, prom photo B+W, 5 Negatives